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.1 Mayor Drops Negro Appointment Idea After Armour Objects
CHURCHES REPENT
Begin Trek Toward Color-Blind Christian Fellowship
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Tri-State Defender reprints this article
front Harpers Magazine, published in the October, 1955 edition be-
cause it reflects the type of Christian spirit needed now by ch
people of good-will of both races in the current crisis in the South
ovei• integration and desegregation. The average reader, we feel,
will long remember it.
By LEE NICHOLS AND LOUIS CASSELE
In 1954,. a few days after the Supreme Court's de-
cision on racial segregation in the public schools, two Pres-
byterian ministers met for lunch at. a Washington, D. C.,
restaurant.
"It is a great challenge," said one of them. "The
•
Church must prepare the people
to accept integrated schools in
Christian spirit."
"I wonder," his companion an-
swered, "if there is anything con-
vincing we can say about racial
understanding when the Church it-
self in the most segregated insti-
tution in America."
A Sore Spot
He had put his finger on one of
the sorest spots in America's
Christian conscience: the worship
of God is still being conducted on
a predominantly Jim Crow basis.
But before we condemn the
churches for hypocrisy, we must
in fairness cite two facts in their
defense: First, they face a more
difficult task than secular institu-
tions; second, and more import-
ant, many of them have confessed
the sinfulness of segregation and
are now working hard at repent-
ance.
Let a Negro theologian, Dr.
Frank T. Wilson, Dean of Howard
University's School of Religion,
speak on the first point.
"The churches will take longer
to achieve integration because
they are undertaking a much
greater accomplishment," he said.
"Worshipping together is a more
personal thing than riding trains
or attending movies together. Tol-
erance is not enough; it must be
real brotherhood or nothing."
The movement toward inter
racial worship started almost from
Scratch at the end of World War
II. In 1946 Frank S. Loescher
made a survey of 17,900 Protest-
ant churches and found only 860
with racially mixed congregations.
Nearly all of these were predomi-
nantly white churches to which
one or two Negro families came.
In March of that same year, the
old Federal Council of Churches
adopted a resolution declaring that
segregation is "unnecessary and
undesirable and a violation of the
Gospel of Love," and called upon
its member bodies to "work for a
non-segregated Church and a non-
segregated society."
Dramatic Episode
One of the most dramatic epi-
sodes took place in June 1954 at
St. Louis during the annual meet-
ing of the Southern Baptist con-
vention. A resolution vigorously
supporting the Supreme Court
school decision was brought to the
floor. Many of the 9,000 Southern
delegates were shocked. The reso-
lution seemed to be headed for
overwhelming defeat when Dr.
Jesse Burton Weatherspoon, re-
vered professor at the Southern
Baptist Seminary at Louisville,
Ky., went to the speaker's stand.
"We have over our heads the
banner. 'Forward With Jesus ,See
Christ," he said. "Our only ques-
tion is, what is the most Chris.
tian thing to do? If we withdraw
this motion, we will say to the
people of the United States,
count Southern Baptists out in
this matter of equal justice for
all. I do not believe we want to
say that."
The convention adopted the reser
lution by a tremendous majority.
Such resolutions and pronounces
ments by themselves will never,
CHURCHES, page 2
TELL VIEWS ON PROBLEMS OF TEENAGERS
•
•
• 
Cashing In On Race Issue
FROM THE NATIONAL OFFICE OF THE MUTUAL
ASSOCIATION OF COLORED PEOPLE, SOUTH
The Mutual Association of Colored People, South has begun a more vigorous
and senous movement to fioht the policy of Negroes and White in the scrme
school, it is regretable that Communist and filtrated minded people who seek
to destroy the society of the White man and Negro in the South. Intregation
is one of the sentiments used by the Corrunurusts and radicals seeking to
bring about trouble. disloyalty and distrust.
Segregation only means separation. Its a part of God's program that every
race or nation to have its own language speech and society
The Negro leaers will loose thetr lobs approximately 75%
The Negro pnnetple will be no longer needed.
It will effect the economy and hying standards among Negroes.
II will create trilicing and that has always been disapproved by God.
It win throw the Negro In competition with the White mart who controls
SO% of the wealth in America
twill destroy Our racial identity
svelititite the love from or, cliilazen 4,,d create hat..
We are esittrit 0,J7 p.c. to ThInk.' arid in your thinking don't Iet you:
Caught. be racial but sobet
THL1 LEAFLET Is being dis-
tributed to white businesses
and individuals by the Mutual
Association of Coiored People.
South, a so-called pro-segrega-
tion Negro group, with head.
quarters at 127 Beale ave. The
association Is headed by Rev.
M. L. Young. a minister of
the office address. In order
not to besmirch Rev. Young's
denomination, the name of
that body, is withheld, but it
is available. A copy of the leaf.
let sent to the Tri-State De-
fender by a white business-
man who described it as "one
of the most vicious thing: I've
seen." The propaganda is used
to solicit money from gullible
whites for the association. One
R. Harris was identified as a
solicitor for the group.
Citizens Give Views On
Problems Of Teen-Agers
By MOSES J. NEWSON
"Train up a child in the way he should go, and when
Who is old, he will not depart from it."
So reads the sixth verse of the 22nd chapter of Pro-
verbs and such still is a proper way to bring up a child
today, agrees a cross sectional group of 20 Memphis adult
leaders in a response to a Defen-
der questionairt.
These leaders, most of them
parents themselves, were askedt o
give their views on the home and
communi9r leadership adults are
giving their children, the results
to be included in this final story
of a seven-article series entitled
CMEs Promise
To Aid Boycott
Five hundred delegates from the
ackson, Memphis and West Ten-
nessee districts of the Christian
Methodist Episcopal church as-
sembled in Memphis last week
at Mt. Olive Cathedral in their
winter council.
A far-reaching resolution was
passed endorsing the bus boycett
action of Negroes in Montgomery,
Ala.
The resolution took note of the
"Afflictions our people at Mont-
gomery are undergoing because
of their passive resistance," and
promised "moral and financial
support" to Negroes in the Ala-
bama capital.
Copies of the resolutions were
sent to Montgomery's mayor and
to Alabama Governor James Fol-
som.
Bishop S. Arthur Hamlett, lead-
er of the district including Mem-
gave a report on his recent
111Prtrip to Europe and the Far East.
Other bishops of the church pre-
sert included Bishop Luther Stew-
are of Kentucky, Bishop Claude
Allen of Indiana; Bishop Bertram
W. Doyle of Nashville, and Bish-
tip B. J. Smith of Chicago, Ill.
"Today's Teenagers — Tommor-
ow's Leaders."
FAITH IN TODAY'S
TEENAGERS
Ministers, educators, business-
men, civic and social leaders and
others sent their opinions and,
happily, the overwhelming con-
census expresses optimism a n d
faith in the future of today's teen-
agers.
However, just a small minority
of those taking part feel that a
sufficient number of adults are
adhering to the advice given in
Proverbs 22:6.
But before hearing from these
leaders, ponder first the signifi-
cance of the following bits of news
and consider their meaning right
here in Memphis — to you and
your children: —
A few days ago Juvenile Court
Judge Elizabeth McCain repr
manded parents of several teen-
agers who had admitted some 80
crimes for "not keeping close su-
pervision over your children."
One parent said — "This thing
is tearing me to pieces. I didn't
know anything about it. My son
said he was going to the movies,
and we didn't question him."
It was also just a few days
See CITIZENS, page 3
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B ptists Aid Bus Boycott
OK Drive
For Owen
College
The Tennessee Baptist Mission-
ary and Educational Convention
last week approved a $10,000 edu-
cational drive for S. A. Owen
Junior college, created a public
relations department, set up an
office for a field worker and took
an offering for the Montgomery
bus protest.
These actions were taken dur-
ing the mid-Winter session here
Feb. 21-23 at the St. Stswhens
Baptist church. Dr. S. A. Owen,
convention president and pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist here, presid-
ed. Mrs. J. C. Wooth; women's
auxiliary president, conducted ac-
tivities.
Approximately 500 delegates
from throughout the state attend-
ed the three-day session at St.
Stephen. Rev. O. C. Crivens is
See BAPTISTS, page 2
Mayor Drops
Negro Board
Member Idea
MEMPHIS — Mayor Edmund
Orgill has decided not to push
plans to appoint a Negro to the
John Gaston hospital board of
trustees because of the position of
at least one City Commissioner,
and unfavorable public reaction.
He had urged citizens to express
their opinions of the proposed ap-
pointment. The mayor's decision
"not to make an issue of the
thing" was announced Tuesday be-
See MAYOR, page 2
Scenes Of State Baptist Meet
STATE BAPTIST LEADERS
are seen (upper photo) in in-
formal talk during the mid-
winter session held here at
St. Stephens Baptist church
last week. From left are: Rev.
S. A. Owen, Memphis, conven-
tion president; Rev. W. T.
Crutcher, of Knoxville, vice
president; Rev. I. McKinnon,
of Chattanooga, secretary;
Rev. Roy Love, of Memphis,
treasurer; Rev. J. H. Fen.
ner, of Dyersburg, represent-
ing West Tennessee region;
Rev. Charles Dinkins, of Nash-
ville, middle Tennessee and
Rev. H. H. Battle, eastern
Tennessee. Discussing publici-
ty angles in lower photo are
members of the new public
relations department. F r o
left are Rev. J. II. Fenner,
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, department
head; Rev C. L. Dinkins and
Rev. H. If. Battle. (Withers
Photos)
Thurgood To Defend 90
Arrested In Boycott Case
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Thurgood Marshall, one of'
the top constitutional lawyers in the country, who has
seldom lost a civil rights case in U. S. courts, arrived in
Montgomery Tuesday to "move-in" on the bus boycott
case in which 90 Negroes have been arrested and indicted.
Marshall. general counsel for the
NAACP, left New York after mo-
bilizing all of the vast legal re-
sources of the organization — the
same organization that carried
public school segregation cases be-
fore the U. S. Supreme Court and
won.
The mass bus boycott — launch-
ed almost 90 days ago — has caus-
ed the arrest and indictment of
at least 90 persons. Twenty-three
of them are ministers. All are
charged with conspiring, through
the boycott, to injure the transit
company's business. Under a 1929
Alabama law this is a mis-
demeanor.
All 90 defendants pleaded not
guilty last Friday when they were
From Door-To-Door They Go
An Ugly Picture Of What One firm
Thinks Of You And Your Patronage
EDITOR'S NOTE: It has taken several weeks of intensive investi-
gation to get sufficient evidence .o publish the vicious article quot-
ed below entitled "The Negro Trade." Our probe, thus far, shows
that the sales article DID NOT come from the Rawleigh Products
firn. Evidence points to another SIMILAR WHITE PRODUCTS
firm, doing a door-to-door business among our people in this area.
Prospects are that a well-known company which takes
in millions of dollars annually in house-to-house sales to
Negroes will find most of its Memphis customers dealing
at other markets because of a sharply insulting slavery-
day-type article on "The Negro Trade."
The article, which is competing 
with Montgomery, Ala., boycott Don'ts for salesmen in handling
situation as a discussion subject in Negroes.
the Negro community, is billed as Conceding that 'every man in
"Ginger talks" on salesmanship to business in the South is glad to
Negroes and lists 1.3 Do's a n d sell the Negro," the article goes
on to call colored people "black
skin over-grown children" and as-
serts that "There is nothing that
will put a nigger wench into high
society with her tribe any quicker
than to have two or three white
children."
DEFENDER FINALLY
GETS COPY
The Tri-State Defender came
into possession of one of t h e
"ginger talks" articles this past
week. Meanwhile its contents
have made the rounds in sundry
circles and representative of the
company connected has visited at
least one Negro school teacher
about the article since- talk about
It has become a general thing.
The contents of the articles fol-
low; 
sure that at least one-
fifth of my trade is with nig-
gers, and I do not lose nearly as
much in proportion on them as
I do on my white customers. A
nigger can be dared into pay-
ing if he doesn't %sant to pay,
he's afraid of the law, but a
White man is too wise to let
any bluff bother him.
"I realize that I can handle nig-
gers. I am a southern man. My
grandparents on both sides owned
slaves. I've been a foreman on a
See DOOR-DOOR, page 2
See Showdown Over
GOP Candidates
Lt. George W. Lee and Armi-
stead Clay, well known lawyer,
were named last week as midi.
dates for the two posts of dele-
gates to the Republican National
Convention at San Francisco, Aug.
20.
Announcement of the candidates
seemed to assure contests among
local Republicans as there are
three factions, the New Guard, Old
Guard and Hamilton club.
arraigned. Marshall told the De-
fender he would ta,ce charge of
their defense. A sizeable staff of
See THURGOOD, page 2
U.S. Will
Enter Hoxie
School Case
WAstriNGTON, P. e. The ft
5, Justice Department will file 71
"friend of the court" brief in tho
forthcoming Hoxie, Ark., school
board's efforts to integrate, it was
learned last week.
The move will mark the first
time the Eisenhower Administra.
lion has voluntarily entered the
school integration controversy
since it supported integration In
the 1954 Supreme Court case that
resulted in the court's desegre•
gation order,
A spokesman said the brie'
will be filed in March or April
in the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in St. Louis, where the
Hoxie case is pending.
A Federal District Court al
Jonesboro, Ark., last January
granted a permanent injunction
against three organizations a n d
four individuals charged with ob-
structing the Rosie Board's inte-
gration program.
The State of Georgia has an-
nounced that its attorney general
will file a brief supporting the
Hoxie segregationists.
Don't Miss It!
Rev. Paul N. Carnes, minister of
First Unitarian Church, Memphis,
speaks out on desegregation,
moderation and the danger of
just "drifting." Read the full
text of this powerful sermon ill
the TRI-STATE DEFENDER . . .
NEXT WEEK!
A Jim Crow Sign
OLORED WAITIV6 Res
NEW SIGN Al' STATION - Of-
ficials at Union Station, of 199
E. Calhoun had this sign paint-
ed on one of the steps lead•
jog to one entrance of the
building last week: "COLOR.
ED WAITING ROOM (INTRA.
STATE)." Observers feel it is
designed to herd Negroes,
whether intrastate or inter.
state passengers into one wait-
ing room in defiance of the
recent ruling of ICC banning
such Jim Crow practice.
check inside the station re-
vealed that all signs have been
removed from the waiting room
formerly designated "white"
and that there still remain,
on the door leading to the for-
mer waiting room a FADED
AND WORN SIGN stating that
room is for colored people.
The ICC ruling prohibits erg.
regation on trains and buses
and in the stations and termi-
nals. Any interstate passenger
who is forced to Jim Crow al'.
ragements can sue and col.
iec
,.•
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tileNT SUE COKE — The el-
Ant sive coke, known as "Rig
Brother" Coke. goes on sale
in Memphin thin week. There
are in ounces of deliciovs,
soothing. refreshing Foca Cola
in each giant bottle. The are
designed for take home.wie
Door-Door
(Continued from Page 11
farm %INK,' I handled largMs
number of them. The least act of,
inseherdination en the part (Many
nigger would be met with the ;sm-
elt or brass knocks and they
knew this so it is as a rare thing
indeed tor a nigger to show any
emotsedience,
'limo ever. I have been oblierel
to cstailish tos aiithority with
them, attheitgh I rimer killed one.
I have not the least tear of them.
It le no doubt dile to this manifest
superiority riser them that I have
inte-cese with them that I de.
• 
' I m cure that Pr. 
 
fs
Kehl in hues esteem ey more black
eiten over-grown children than any
ether eihite man in lies country.
sell them bills from one :loi-
ter to four (Milars anti make :hem
dorctami that thus bill positive
b must he paid before thee :as
Kaye another cent worth of zoods
*Sin Me even t he, were dying
ifer it. and 'hes sciddie tail
' nEas speaking of the ileum.
'who earn's has or her Wring by
the stem at his hews. eopeciai-
le the eieges farmer whether he
win 1111 • le in
Dfln t 'not 014. 1.4, 6.1N6. Iftwe Pee.
Von. yniot 1:160.112.1% trikke
s:- ewe. Fe reel voiiiur wad .tr01441
a•• VrIt7N.,i hit« ,ot. •
••••4,•,• `ok'y num., • torsati-
Is 10-i • .rir, 38. Or 0.1
elle,1 Al .•
TN% illtAYr• CO . ITIOS 11"51 Wont
T•14•4
•
5.
f
and sold in cartes containing
six of the big bottles. One of
the %bores which eel he ban
Ming the "Reg Srathere Coke.
is iturford's erocery, of MS
Rome ave., sinned and oper•
ated by Mr. and Mn. P. L.
Burford for 40 years. The, are
the oldeet Negro graisere in
rents or owns his own home.
The men nigger ivie sorry sped-
meii,41here;:ts as much &Weise*
betueen Ow men nigger anal the
,country itTgger as bete-eel' day-
light and dark.
-1 r ever do trust a teen nig-
ger. Ninety-five out of every hurt-
dreal crimes committed by 
ger% are cemmiatest by geed for
nothing neigere and I might al-
most say, are committed by good
for nothing town nemero that bye
off eemetwie supported by low liv•
in4 whue men.
-I may as well say It here
as allelthere that %trier la seam-
pr a( tic ally uakinews among
nigger. Nia %Niko IteC1/0113. There
is nothing that yell MN 3 aigger
wench into high society with her
tribe ans quicker thao to hose
two or three SiSe1t. chedrea. 'Teas
Li ease reason whs. met respect.
ing while wee mast leid that
the Negro is as mach Wee him
as the Ando.
• But %%mei it comes to trade
its all different the world over
and every man In business in the
Faith is glad to sell the Negro.
You deal with him without sacri-
ficing your dtgnity in the least.
'You can and must be kuwily
to them. the same as you would
sour horse.. But you sum show a
nigger any fear for him or tua-
certaint, and its ail up with you
as far as he is concerned."
Here, the article lists seven
rules tor the salesman to oh-
dl Never tip your hat te an'
of them male re female.
k:1 Never eat or driak with
PALMIST READER
AND ADVISOR
50c Special Reading 50c
FIRST TIME IN YOUR CITY OR COUNTY
Satisfacr•on Guaranteed Or No Charge!
GALE TAYLOR
7r5 Domeme, 0, - r6 CM•04,,,VItAr••• wee dowel.
nnni LUCK - Ss/CCESS • isePersitSS — 'sino
atpt• t inn — hut I* drys •uul lucky dote, linen with
0•4'h pear see
- IF YOU WISH TO —
Se....eeci tiesmesi - ease hr.'. ones .
reisioplete hennines• cenetree Vf•err ',vs!. • WWI food
hist send VW( 04.0 is oworrisits - Loon whet vas, •••
‘0,NP• 64.•• Ptatilmq •••,P,04(6, oi et
es litteaservi-L• 1.0C kr( e 5 now•roiena **YU
*FMK NIA MOIrros kn r •viat utwaTID, Ira
646111-IIPN •VTIft sunpi aro*. _ "mese •we
wItsYSil 4% e itiRtiVeretto. %iv at Stint Ilairelipne
• • aoeo si rwasst AT pees 44.11 155100 IS
• ' ,••• a -*a I •
•
She tree, wirer otke,,
sew re 41115 I•ns't
t *44.4i the nett PIP,s
the he .t yeb•, •5
ho- as the •••
,••••;••••• •04.1 ••••
'n4 ge•Onn MOW fee
Sc. in person One
•ittrwit with 1464v n.h
••isitvinee ace the, the
• 10. stiniwtei le or,
,.ther Penile.?
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AT
9 A AA.
TIL
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•
LOOK FOR SIGN
ALL WELCOME!
rt
Mayor
Memphis. Miss Helen D. Glow.
Cr. itt ieSS graduate- of Book-
er T. Washington High, and
the daughter of Mr. A. T. Glee.
er, of llis Kyle, is shown
bemuses& at the giant site to
Coca-Cola bottle as Mr. BUS-
ford (Reserves closely.
one of them.
(3) Neser call him "%lister or
Sir, even when s.” Lag yes or no.
It Neier shake hands with
hint Or introduce a irked, OW
(Head ma' say good morning
or good cierting as the case
may be.
01 Neter joke with them or
visit with them except tor base.
mess or liformatiom
(e) Never rap at a nigger's
deer hat drive up and say hello.
(7) Steer do anytkine that tee,
sates them to an equality with
yea.
NEXT THE ARTICLE LISTS
SIX THINGS T H E SALESMAN
MAY DO:
411 Can a real old %each
mutt*, or a real old deride un-
cle.
(2) Cal a *legal be his orMee first lame as moo as yoga
lean' it.
(3) timeire 'How ab-you an
ah getting aleog•
(4) Talk beieemes with hemt se
ask Information (rem them.
(5) Can them to/sired people
or darkiee.
(6) Cali several e c e s
'ghee' eves vibes not aceuaitat•
eel, and the mew •bey's or yew
eau say ''yeseal."
Products similar to thiese soldhouse
-to
-house companies can hebought at stores which do not
encourage similar sales tactics.
'Baptists
(Cantisomi tram page 1)
...iestor of :he host church
Convention financial dirretor,
end Bepinst Church in Chia:lanes-
Rev M H Rthbane. pastor of Sem-
ga reported 1.10 IMO raised in the
sessior on the final moo.
PRESIDENT IAATELNS
The funds drive for S. A. Owens;
...bier college, under the !inane-
director's. offire will be spear-1
aded by President Levi Wat-i
7,S and his college staff. The
. inpaign began vrith the conven-
- en's approval and ends on July 1,
raised through
Jeedges of churches and andiveni
eel, H. C. Narita, pastor of
i'.ost Baptist church, Lauderdale
.7 Memphis, heads the newly cre-
;.'ed public relations department I
the convention Serving withi
m as a committee an the de-
reirtmere are Res,•H. Fenner,
of Dyersburg. Rev. C. L. Dinkins,
of Nicht-ilk, and Rev. H H Eat-
(Continued from page 1)
fore the Weekly City Commission
meeting.
It followed a night of anonymous
telephose calls, one of which re
suited in two fire trucks being
sent to the Mayor's home, and a
statement by Police and Fire Com-
missioner Claude Armour, that the
present Board has "done an ex-
cellent job and I see no need
for change."
Commissioner Armour said that
Mayor Orgill wanted to appoint
Dr. G. B. Walker, president of
Tri-State Bank of Memphis and
chairman of the Board of Univer-
sal Life Insurance Company, as a
member of the Board before the
Mayor took office.
He said the new City Commis-
sion discussed it at length and
decided not to appoint Dr. Walk-
er.
Dr. Walker told the Defender
Tuesday afternoon, regret that
a controversy came up over the
idea. My own preference of a Ne-
gro for the future vacancy would
have been someone else."
He declined to further comment
on the matter.
The general public's first inkling
of a Negro's being considered for
the Board came Sunday when
Mayor Orgill, answering a report-
er's question on W. M. Ct's Know
Your Governtnent Program, said
he thought appointing a Negro to
the Board would oe "a good idea."
, Just before the Mayor's answer,
Robert Hardy. hospital adminis-
trator, had stated that 85 percent
of the hospital's patients are Ne-
groes.
Also, William Bowl& chairman
of the Board and also who was
on the Sunday program, said he
had -told the Mayor I would be
happy to go along with the idea.
Having a Negro on the Board
would make there feel more kind-
ly to the hospital."
Monday, Mayor Orgill told the
Tri-State Defender he would be in
favor of a business man, whether
white or colored. as 'a replace-
ment for Thomas A. Cuneo, who
has asked to be replaced because
of "the press of private business."
Mayor Orgill said he didn't feel
this "a matter of segregation or
desegregation" but "simply a mat-
ter of whether it is to our ad-
vantage to have a capable Negro
on the Board.
"Our relation with Negroes in
Memphis has been splendid. This
might be a means of making them
even better. I want the support of
the Negro citizens behind our laws
and our policies" said the Mayor.
Thurgood
Churches NewsboysTo
. •
Get Prizes
On March 3
CONVENTION PREXY Rev.
N. A. Crawford, of 645 Ste-
phens pl., who is president of
the North Mississippi Baptist
Education Convention, attend-
ed the interracial Expansion
and Stewardship conference
held in Jackson, Miss. last
week. The group met at Far.
Ish Street Baptist church on
Correction
Fr, St. Julian Simpkins. rector
of Emmanuel Episcopal church,
was incorrectly quoted in a front 
Denounces Biaspage article in last week's Tri-
State Defender in a story entitled .! NEW ORLEANS — Archbishop
"Leaders Favor Move for Mixed Joseph Francis Rummel denounc-
Problem." and sinful" in a strongly worded
as "morally wrongGroup to Work Out Desegregation ed segregation
pastoral letter to Catholics in hisFr, Simpkins was incorrectly
quoted as saying, "Segregation is 
district last week.
He also indicated he intends tothe law of the land."
integrate New Orleans parochialThe statement should have read schools.
as follows: "The South seeks to His letter was read at all Mass-circumvent integration, but we i es in all churches throughout the
gal ion is now the law of the
cannot escape the facts. Desegre- 1 archdiocese, largest in the Deep
South with a Catholic populationland." i of 524.157. About 25 per cent are
The churches that are pioneering
Negroes.
the first time New Or-
in interracial fellowship have ! leans Catholics heard integration
learned another lesson that will
surprise many white Christians.
There is no likelihood that a
church which oepns its doors to
people of all races will suddenly
be swamped by a flood of Negro
members. The problem is just the
opposite. "We threw the doors open
and nobody came in.- said one
minister. -We soon found that wil-
lingness to accept Negro mem-
bers is not enough. You have to
go out and find them, and then
convince them that they are want-
ed."Wm,
WELCOME OR UNWELCOME
This widespread experience ha'
tention that Negroes prefer segre- 
Contest For Highbeen cited in support of the con -gated worship. Negro leader,
agree that this is true, but it over- 4.
Why! Dr. Dwight W. Culver csf
flows a fundamental question 
chool StudentsPurdue University put this ques-
tion to a large number of Negro
Methodist clergymen, and he re-
' ports that the answer was nearly
-always the same: 'Negroes pre- to principals and English teachersfor their own churches because
The meeting for Negro princi-
of local schools last week.they feel unwelcome in
white. pals and teachers was held at Cur-
churches "
A Negro laymen. Cleveland Las- 
rie's Supper club last Wednes-siter, gives somemispgriaveintigrsa.] ;as:- %%dal:
Winners of the essay contest,
site on how white churchmen cam! night,
the best essas s specu-
overcome these
lating on "An America V•ithaut
groes will know they are welcome.;
are asi411ilate' Advertising.- veil divide more
he said, if they
than 1200 an prizes.
- 
into the -main stream of church
The grand prize winner will 
life, the council as well as the
ceive a 150 savings bond and his
• re-choir or women's society." If they
would nase' teacher get a '25 bond. The
were not. he said he le h
church- second place contestant will re-
, to conclude that the  as
cenve a r..5 bond and his teacher
-brotherhood at arm 5 length."
es-tending to the Negro only'
each school e recieve $10 in
cash.in  W inj si ill et S10LET CHILDREN LEAD
I And this, of course. is the stick- lease.
trig point for many congregations,
the big cities where nnce-ell-white 
Some white Christians gladly sha e
churches find that the commune dread
a pew with Negroes but have
partly or largely by Negro !anti- 
suppers ainndletotheillrglainffCalrai*'ties they serve are now occupied Chureh°1supps
Successful churches hive face
ties 11 is here that some the this problem realistically. One an
slyer is to let the children lead the
way. With fewer prejudices
overcome. they respond enthus•
astically to experiments inlet
racial friendship. and their team
ple is unusually sufficient to than
their elders into following suit Th,
Washington, D.C... Federation 7 `
Churches reports that %twee.,
churches in the nation's capita'i
have found that "the first a r ci,
. Chattanooga. most easily executed step" to ward
Formal announcement of I h e firm and united in the face of churches to count up the number racial integration is In bring Neero
rr of the indii idual who will 
r-' :'sods of mtmleei
thretts and reenrte to police state of white communicants they had. and white children together at va-
I actually lost teem the color testi.. ration Bible mhools. Regular
' kn., the el( erected
 field elearietile Gov James Folsom Veut esf a
_ xPect"' lit a 'lat. la unched a hi. maci.al study of migs i of ad thetsoel'alcboifir2c3h7es the earruribemy Sapoats"dar,re'sdchfs'oul:mlikel.rseicaamndpic hIhtracvhe-
li ID It S ROA COTT 
. re-ea:ion orotdeme in the state turned up only 26 who had walked been used elsewhere to break the
The is,-e 1110 70 for Folsnm who has steered a mod- Ernes 
Out rather than worship with Ne— first hole in the racial wail., oi Alabama.
s,a , after a rninistei- responding • opposer 
ODUltAGrAtift WOMENtniS protest in montebrner, irate course hemmer diametrical- l 41100 RLISTED
groups favoring and E.xperietire has also cut the 
Even in the Deep South. enure
•- elig.eestion to Rev, lever. re- opposing segnecation told leading I ground from testier another letiVe:mem a prayer the 'mon and Alabama editors, publishers and ' bon — the notion that a 'White"le(iTnen there gene are seekmg odurators last week that he ble church will knit its financial sup-Cyrid cven and Constitutional heves Alabama a traditional pate port if it Denote Negroes St An-
and "esnecialls for thfl•oc . tare of racial segregation would drev's Presbyterian Church Inministers who have lie-en hawed continue for -sometime to come "i Detroit which has become one ofin fingerprinten and marked down 
' he rric”.1 thoroughly integrated
DAY OF PRATER 
congregations in the country. dis-
.• cerninele
goes with a precortyintion eon- , coverer: that its thoome rose it al- for complete-I) tonsegregatec
er annual day of prayer Among deleeates to the rote crease in Negro membership from' It can be done. The churches
most direct proportion to the Ih" four-day crmferenre
The eormenerie adopted May ere
anti mourning. program which ventinn were Tir Primrose Punch-
gained approve', of t e National es director of promotion for the
-nnirention in the January meet- seminary In Nashville: Mrs, Mate
me in Hot Springs. Ark, deer Seward. rieeretary of the
leeiel choirs, directed by Mrs tionel women's auxiliary, and Miss
mien r tiliethevie of First Rap- Luce Campbell, music director integratior.ie. Idiudercia it, entertamed dele- I en the .,rivailiar arui ClIES TALK
CALLING ALL NEWSBOYS! —
There will be a special meeting
and party for all Tri-State De-
fender Newsboys this Saturday.
March 3, at the Abe Scharff Y.
M. C. A. 254 So. Lauderdale at
Linden st., at 11 a. in.
Don't forget this party is for all
NEWSBOYS ONLY. There will be
plenty of refreshments including
barbecue, potato salad and cold
drinks.
WONDERFUL PRIZES
'The lovely [Irises won by the
newsboys win i oe awarded during
the party, Be there on time and
see the awarding I the two bi-
cycles, cameras, watches, skates,
footballs, money changers and' the
pen and pencil sets. Saturday,
March 3, at 11 a. m.
Abe Scharff YMCA, 254 South
Lauderdale at Linden SL
Pro-Seg Groups
'To Beat Drums'
A public meeting has been
scheduled at Ellis Auditorium in
Memphis at 8 p, m. March 15 by
the Southeastern Chapter of the
Association of Citizens' Councils
of Tennessee.
Atty. Robert Tillman, president
of the chapter, announced that
Senator James 0. Eastland (1)-
Miss.) one of the region's most vu.
cal segregationists, will be the fea-
tured speaker.
He also revealed that it is prob-
able that Gov. Marvin Griffin of
Georgia will also attend the meet-
ing and he a speaker. Toe public
is invited and there will be no
admission charge,
On March 4, at the Auditorium
the Pro-Southerners of Memphis
will stage their first county- • e
meeting.
Eugene Cook, attorney gene a
of Georgia, is scheduled to speak
In the Pro-Southerners on "T h
Ugly Truth about the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People." His address
is to be beamed to tell of "com-
munist plans to cause a race war
in our country so as to bring about
communist rule."
plans discussed in a public letter
front the archbishop. The reading
at most churches commanded deep
silence.
Archbishop Rummel did not say
when integration would come but,
pleaded "that the decision sinen
made will be accepted in the spin I
it of Christian charity and jus-
tice"
The New Orleans public school
system is already under Federal
District court order to begin car-
rying out the 1954 Supreme Court
decision ending public school se.
greg a Lion.
(ContNeed trees Page 1)
of course, end segregation. But the
stands taken in recent years by
denominational bodies heve
strengthen the hands of local min-
isters and lay leaders wit° seek
to open church doors to Christians
of all complexions. In a Later sur-
vey, the National Council of
Churches checked 13,597 churches
in three Protestant denominations
and found 1331, or nearly 10 per-
cent, with mixed congregations.
Take Bold Lead
Attention is focused on Protest-
ant denominations because that is
where the main problem lies: the
vast majority of America's nine
million Negro chercheoers are
Protestants. But the Roman Catho-
lic Church, although its 400,000 Ne-
gro communicants represent only
a tiny portion of its own member
ship and of the over-all Negro
population, has taken a bold lead
In the Deep South. It was a Catho-
lic prelate, Bishop Vincent S. Wat-
ers of North Carolina, who struck
perhape the most courageous and
effective single blow against segre-
gation in the churches.
Early in 1953 Bishop Waters, a
Virginian by birth, visited one of
the smallest parisees in his dio-
cese, the tiny tobacco town of
Newton Grove. Barely 200 yards
apart on a dusty, unpaved street
he saw two Catholic churches. One,
Holy Redeemer, ministered to 250
white parishioners; the other, St.
Benedict, to 80 Negroes.
Bishop Waters returned to
Raleigh and prayed. Then he is-
sued an order that will be long
be remembered in North Carolina.
Beginning on Sunday, May 31,
1953, he said, the parishes of Holy
Redeemer and St. Benedict would
be consolidated. There would be
interracial worship, or no Catho-
lic worship at all, in Nmwton
Grove.
On the appointed Sunday, 29
white parishioners and 29 appre-
hensive Negroes showed up for
Mass at Holy Redeemer. They
found the Bishop himself at the
altar. Outside, an angry crowd
milled about the small church,
Jeering at those who went inside.
When Mass was over the tall, be-
spectacled prelate started to walk
from the church to the rectory, the
mob closed in behind him, rough-
ing up two priests who blocked the
way. Stones were hurled through
the windows.
Got Their Answer
When the disturbance quietted
down. Bishop Waters again return-
ed to Raleigh and prayed, North
Carolina Catholic waited, some
hoping, some fearing that he would
retract his explosive edict. On June
21 they got their answer. From
every Catholic pulpit priests read
a pastoral letter from the Bishop,
abolishing segregation throughout
the diocese.
The letter was a classfe state-
ment of the Christian case against
segregation.
am net unmindful, as a south-
erner, of the force of this virus of
projudicm" said Bishop Waters.
"I know, however, that there is
curs for this virus, and that is our
Faith. As pastor of your souls. I
am happy to take the responsibi-
lity for any evil which might re-
sult from different race worshiping
God together, bet I would be un-
willing to take "the responsibility
of those who refuse to worship God
with a person of another race."
So far, Louisiana is the only
Southern state in which Catholic
authorities have ended segregation
outright by ecclesiastical fiat. But
the torch lit by Bishop Waters has
thrown its light into every Catho-
lic parish in the South. Many of
them hart taken a less dramatic
course by ending segregation prac-
tice vidthout makirm public pro-
(Coedng' treat Page 1)
TVRIltfT000 MARSHALL
NAACP administrative help also
movedea 011 Montgomery for the
starts March :7 The NAACP has
provided funds to pay bonds of nouncements of the fact.
No Protestant bishop, of course,time* arrested.
could successfully and segregationThe arrests of boycott leaders
have seemov..,‘, cemented the rtel by edict. A Protestant clergyman
sistanoe of seri`eroors against aegre. tient on breaking down racial bar-
riers in his own church must havegated seating cm Montgomery bus-se5 Friday, they observed a „tn. not only the personal courage and
determination to do so but alsotal walking day' by shunning all
the leadership to carry with himmotor vehicles.n appeared vs percent *Bee. the laymen, eh°, through vestries
live: Negroes walked to and from PreshYterles,
 b°11rd'I of deacons,
their jobs. with no d•rnonstrations. or congregational meetings, have
the final word on church policy.
big 
At a seven-hour 'Miramar meet-
' that started about 3 p an., and `CRANGENG NEIGHBORHOODS'
lasted until 7 pee • Thursday ap- The front line in the battle is in
prcieenately re..500 was raised to the "changing neighborhoods" of
further the boycott movement by
5.000 persons.
The boycott brought pra.oe last
week from Dr Ralph .1. Runehe,
l'ruteri Nations undersecretary-
general and Nobel Prize winner. most inspiring victories have been
won. Dozens of such churches
Hweotskaldin 
N
th
eg
e
roe
vins .e.yaredsdoloilf gdheernroocie- have *elected to stand fast against
rar.y.," segregation, and nearly all of their
Dr. Bunche wired Rev. Martin pamstorswhrerni actport tuhaaltly white Chris-
Luther King. jr . a boycott leader 
tlns
arrested last week, that the Mont. interracial worship prove to be
gcimers hoyeott and its attentejfer less orPoned to it than they
ant mass arrests provided ''as Iliad thought they would be.
inspiring chapter en
 
the history
 of The National Council of Churches
human dignity." ;recently asked the ministers of
drd il/ trichiceeHe urged the protesters "standseveralam rar a y
1949 through 1954 The Warren
Avenue Congregational Church in
Chicago had a similar record No
church has reported an, serious
financial problems resulting from
geous women are treading den'y
and detenr.inedly among the ta
boos to bring white girls and tie
gre girls together This effort wet
dramatesally illustrated in June
1954. when 300 white women and a
hundred Negro women from fle
Southern citaes tethered at the
YWCA camp at Blue Ridge. N C
and their related UlfiLitUtrufik hays
hare)! set their feet on the long,
rocieterewn road toward color
blind Christian fellowship But
they have finally made a menfRtrRivr FROM HATII'Lll'!-
, MAGAZLNE, October. 1955i.
Feb. 23 and at Sophia Sutton
Mission on Feb, 23. Reverend
Crawford's convention is back.
img the financial drive for the
Baptist Industrial Academy, lo-
cated in Hernando. Miss. A
special campaign is now un-
dereay to raise 5100,000 for
the school.
Bishop Rummel
An essay contest for Memphis
high school students was outlined
by the Memphis Advertising club
MISS MARGARET V. YOUNG,
Manasas High school grad wbo
Is interning in dietetics at Oe-
Aumbia uniseroity and St. Lukes
hospital in New York, was honieI for two weeks recently. Daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Young, et
2332 Eldridge, Miss Young is -a
graduate of Tennessee State uni-
versity and a member of the Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
,..-fTERICK BUILDING
9tettiet FOINS IiI YOUOrr PRI, fRiNtim.
SIRVICI •
READER AND ADVISOR
ALL READINGS CONFIDENTIAL
PRICES WITHIN REACH OF ALL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or No Charge
MADAM LENA
7th Daughter of the 7th Generation, Born With 1
Double Veil
LUCK - SUCCESS - HAPPINESS
ASKS NO QUESTIONS
c"ei Luck. Dote, FREE W,tit Each Roothrio
— IF YOU WISH TOSucceed le lutanist • Hose Liis,ed Ones Return eeoe Core-Diet- H•peirrets • Conouer 'Your Rivets Hey• Good Lock - Svc'treed so Meerreoe • Roo. What You Are lest Suited Per In Life.
WHITE AND COLORED WELCOME 
-1-00K FOR SIGN!OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 10 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
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'This, Too, Will Pass' Dr. Price
Says Of Integration Problem Today
"This, too, will pass," Dr. Hol-lis Price predicted Friday night of
the problem of integration.
Speaking at a Patriotic TributeBanquet at the Foote Homes aud-
itorium, Dr. Price said that "intwo or three years we will make
normal adjustments to it and won-der what all the hollering was
about."
However, the LeMoyne collegepresident warned, "the problems
will not solve themselves to the
satisfaction of all unless we meet
them with wisdom, courage, Chris-tian faith and goodwill."
LEADERSHIP PROBLEM
The traditional Southern rela-
tionship wherein "they (the white
man) has been telling us and
we've been saying yes sir, is notthe type of relatioship which willbring a solution to the problem."
Dr. Price stated.
• Pne of the Negro's biggest prob-
• lems in connection with the new
era is the development of leader-
ship, Dr. Price said. He praised1 the "forefront" position Montgom-
ery ministers have taken in the
situation there.
Dr. Price said there is often
criticism here and there of some
ministers but advised "in criticalperiods I hope we do not sell thisInstitution (the church) short. AllOur ministers aren't just interest-
ed in pie-in-the-sky after we die."LYNOM PRAISED
Dr. Price shared speaking hon-
ors at the banquet with Atty. B.L. Hooks, president of the NegroChamber of Commerce, and T. J.
• Johnson, educator and miter.
The banquet, honoring AbrahamLincoln, Frederick Douglass andGeorge Washington, was sponsoredby the Memphis Negro CitizensCommittee, a charity organizationheaded by Raymond Lynom.
Mr. Lynom served as toastmas.
• ter of the bqnquet and was praisedby each of the speakers for hisdevoted work with the commit-tee. Rev. DeWitt T. Alcorn, who
made remarks and presented Dr.
Oj
rice, referred to Mr. Lynom as
'a savior of the people." 
Attorney Hooks told the banquet
audience "It behooves all of us
'to be in the march of progress."
' He said there were people inthe day of George Washington who
wanted to wait, to look to Eng-land, forever waiting for the Moth-
er Country to give the colonists
whet they desired.
Attorney Hooks said there aretoday people in many places suchas India and Africa who are say-ing that "if the democracy youpreach won't work in Montgomery,Ala., we are fearful that it won't
'Work here."
Mr. Johnson asserted his belief
BANQUET SPEAKERS—Ray-
mond Lynom, president of the
Memphis Negro Citizens Com-
mittee, is seen with the speak•
ers who were heard at the
committee's Patriotic Tribute
banquet held Friday night at
Foote Homes auditorium.
From left: Re N. DeWitt T. Al-
corn, Mr. lynom, Dr. Hollis
F. Price and T. J. Johnson.
L. Hooks, had to leave for an-
other meeting before picture
v6as made. (Newson Photo)
in a need for more brave men.
He cited as examples those lead-
ers in Montgomery hnd the lead-
ers in Mississippi who told former
Gov. Hugh White that they could
not go along with his segregation
plans.
GRASP THE SPIRIT
After a brief talk on Frederick
Douglass, Dr. Johnson declared,
"I hope some young man in this Bloomfield Baptist church will beheld Sunday, March 4 at 3 p.m.building will grasp the spirit of
Douglass and cry out denouncing at Bloomfield Baptist.
Negro Progress Program
At Bloomfield Sunday
the wrongs of this day"
Mr. Johnson, speaking In the
absence of 0. T. Westbrooks, who
had to ask off the program be-
cause of other pressing engage-
ments, was introduced by Mrs.
Rosa Rice. Atty. Hooks was pre-
sented by Curtis Johnson, presi-
dent of the fifth Civic ward.
Others participating included
Miss Willye McNeil, with a solo
and a beautiful piano instrumentalby little Ural Adams, jr.
A social hour followed the din-
ner catered by Mrs. Roland E.
Powell.
Twillard Mayweather served as
general chairman of the banquet
with Noble Thornton and Curtis
Johnson as co-chairmen. •
The first electric power station
was believed built by Thomas Ed-
ison in 1882.
ATTENTION
BEAUTICIANS
DON'T MISS THE
DEMONSTRATION
OF
MADAME C. J. WALKER'S
"SATIN TRESS" "VAPOIL"
And Other Fine
MME. WALKER HAIR AND
SKIN PRODUCTS
FEATURING
MRS. MARJORIE S. JOYNER
National Sup•viser. Mew. C. J. Welker Beauty Colleges
Nothunil Supervisor, Alpha Chi Pi Omega
Internationally Knew', Beauty Artist
Monday, March 5, 1956
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH YMCA
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE
9:00 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.
ADMISSION. .....
The fourth annual presentaiton tel. Dir. Urban League and Dr.of the Negro's March of Progress ,
program sponsored by inc Hoard'
of Christian Education of the
This year's theme is"Right—
Privileges — Responsibilities."
A feature of the program will
be an open forum on the topic '
"Is the Negro's Capacity to As- I
sume Responsibility Commensur-
ate to his Demands for Rights and
Privileges?".
FORUM PARTICIPANTS
This subject will be discussedby I. S. Bodden, pres. of Bodden
school of Tailoring; Prof. Levi
Watkin, pres. of S. A. Owen Jun-ior college; Rev. J. A. MeDan-
i1111atlinilini1111111111111111111111111110111111inliti=niut
Clara Brawner. A. C. Williams,
program consultant for Radio Sta-
tion WDIA, will serve as modera-
tor of the forum.
The program will also include:
Music by the S. A. Owen Junior
College chorus; Special observa-
tiou, "A White Person's Appraisal
of the Negro-, by Mrs. Marie
Wathen, news editor for Radio
Station WINA: Physical Displays
by Sodden School of Tailoring and
the Memphis Undemriters Asso-
ciation.
A. Maceo Walker, president of
Universal Life Insurance compa-
ny will serve as master of cere-
monies.
Rev. L. S. Biles Is Bloomfield
minister.
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By CLAUDIA MARIE IVY
Greetings from Douglass to all
our nice readers. How we enjoy
keeping you informed on all the
doings around our school. We hope
you will continue to give us news
that is printable and interesting to
read. Please let me have your
news at least by Tuesday of each
week.
Our Negro History Week pro-
gram, sponsored by the Library
Club, proved quite enjoyable. The
Rev, H. T. Brewster, pastor of
East Trigg and Pilgrim Baptist
churches, was our guest speaker.
He brought with him three mem-
bers of the famous "Brewster-
sires," an outstanding choral
group. The group sang "Nobody
Knows," "Swing Low" and "Rock-
a-My Soul" with Miss Dorothy
Ford at the piano. Rev. Brewster
was a forceful and well-informed
speaker. His discourse on the His-
tory of the Negro Race was well
received by all the students.
Sidney Bowen, president of all
the sophomore classes, gave an ex-
planation of the Bulletin Board dis-
play, showing pictures of outstand-
ing Negroes. A choral group of
sophomore girls sang "Closer" ac-
companied by Miss G. Bell at the
piano This group included, Misses
G. Gray, B. Hall, J. Hobson and .1.
Clardy.
The Maroonette will be off the
press this week. We are urging all
students to buy one and show
school spirit. Most .of the rooms
are reporting 100 percent coopera-
tion in this project. It is full of
news and all students should have
their own copy.
James Avery and James Jones
represented our School at t h e
Youth Program Sunday, Feb. 26
at St. John Baptist church, Vance
and Orleans st. Both boys are pro-
ficient in the art of talking and we
are happy to see them channel
their endeavors in the direction of
speech.
All the Honor Students and the
officers of the Student Council
Citizens
(Continued from Page I)
ago that all the top law enforce-
ment officials of Shelby county
decried the failure of parents to
accept their responsibility toward
their children.
WHAT HOME NEEDS
Along about the same time
pieces were being read, Mrs. Wal-
ter Ferguson was writing in the
Memphis. Press-Scimitar that a
home must have a "good hus-
band or wife" before it can have
a good parent.
Elsewhere the National Urban
League., unable to find qualified
workers for certain requested per-
sonnel, was saying "For too many
years parents, school counselors
and others responsible for the
education of our young people have
discouraged Negroes with special
interest and aptitude in these
fields."
And, for what its worth. Maj.
William E. Mayor, Army psychi-
atrist, noting thal one-third of all
American soldiers captured in Ko-
rea yielded to brain-washing, says
such behavior appears to raise
serious questions about American
character and about education of
Americans.
PURPOSE OF SURVEY
, were guests of the Zeta Phi Beta
I Sorority at the New Daisy Theater,
Wednesday past. Our kids attend-
ed and from all reports they en-joyed the picture very much. Some
of the students attending were Le-
neva Bishop, Sammie Fields, Met-
tle P. Bland, Ernestine Rodgers,
Leroy Hobson, Mine Robinson,
Governor Johnson and Geriene
'Bell. We congratulate the members
of this sorority for their foresightin encouraging our honor students
and the leaders of our Student
Council.
Well, it is almost press time and
I must turn my copy in right
away. Happy reading! Remember,
a well-bred person never talks
when another person is talking.
The star personalities of t h •
week are:
Mattie Pearl Bland, William
Tyus, Charlesetta Dickens, Sam-
mie Fields, Natalie Craft, Gover-
nor Johnson, Velma Murrell, Ron-
ald Head and Josephine Parks.
Going steady:
Gloria DeMire and William San-
ders, Mary Bolden and Elbert Par-
rish and Natalie Craft, Lillie Boy.
land and Earnest Reed, Barbara
Swearengen a n d Cecil Moore,
Doris Willis ahd ?? ?, and lastbut not least, Yours truly a n d
James IVY of Manassas.
See Ya Alligator!
Robert Williams
Defender Newsie
Robert Williams, a senior at
Barrett's Chapel High School and
a resident of the Brunswick Com-
munity, has been named as a cub
reporter and salesman for the Tri-
State Defender newspaper.
Robert is second vice president
of the state association of New
Farmers of America, treasurer of
the Student council, treasurer of
the Sunday School and president
of the Youth at Work for Christ
organization.
So there is the growing prob-
lem.
Far too many view it from the
neighboring block, city or state.
The Defender hopes this series
will play some part in helping
get the problem where it belongs
— in every child's home.
Here is how your neighbors look
at you and themselves as leaders
for our children: —
QUESTION — Are our minis-
but certainly controlled, the future. In your opinion, in• • • I what areas should integration be'QUESTION — Should parents be
more strict in the process of rear-
ing their children?
ANSWERS — They should give
the proper spiritual guidance. . •
Should be consistent in their disci-
pline and set a good example. . .
Yes. . .Not necessarily more strict
but certainly more concerned and .
,attentive. . .Not strict but more
ters affording youngsters a teach-
Annually attempts are mademg and inspiration equivalent to • • •
their problems today? . . .Generally. yes.
ANSWERS — No. .not many
. . .My pastor does. . .Some have
not had the training nor the asso-
ciations to do the greater good. . .
Generally, yes. . improvement
needed. . .of some yes, of some
no. . .The teaching does not vary
too much from the formula of i
quarter century ago. . .A small
percentage . . . Many help set bad
examples and emphasis in major-
ity of churches is money,', .Many
misinterpret the scriptures be-
cause they themselres are untrain-
ed. . .Not enough stress on Chris-
tian guidance.
1,
QUESTION — Are parents giv-
ing proper interest and guidance
to their children?
ANSWER — Many delinquent
themselves. . .Quite a few are. . .
Don't think so, .Not enough.
A new concept of parental guid-
ance will have to he developed
. . .A few. . .Some leave it all
to teachers and youth leaders. .
Majority are not. . ,Not by a long
shot. .On the whole, yes. . .
Those who fail make the news
and also make the problem hard-
er for the families where children
are given guidance...as a whole,
no.
al • •
QUESTION L'How much atten-
tion is being paid the recreational
needs of our youngsters?
ANSWERS — Too little, how-
ever the picture is brightening
some. . .This problem could be
understanding. . .Training, pati-
ence and interest along with not
sparing the rod will do most good
.. Not necessarily...Many. things
condemned as "old timey" should
be lauded. . .as the tem is gen-
erally defined, no. .Yes, more
finesse is needed with true par-
ental love as the motivating in-
fluence. . .they need to teach re-
spect for society as a whole.
• • •
QUESTION — Do Civic and bus-
iness groups bring teenagers into
their programs often enough?
ANSWERS — Not as a whole...
Some insurance firms. . .This ia
a real need. . .No. .To a limited
extent. . .As participants, No. . .
hardly. .No, adults themselves
are not as alert as they should
be in these areas
• •
QUESTION — Are our young
people being appraised of t h e
growing Work opportunities?
ANSWERS — Not enough. . The
Urban League is the only organ-
ization. . .There could be great
improvement. . .No. .I think
all schools are offering a better
program. . .Yes. . .Many adukts
think these wonderful new oppor-
tunities are just too good to be
true and afraid a youngster who
prepares for a new career will
find himself a hopeless misfit. . .
Adults need more faith in the fu-
ture. . .No, they are being urged
into alreadv overcrowded fields
• • .
QUESTION — White business-
men are hacking and encouraging
youngsters of their race in con-
ducting small business concerns.
Is any similar program offered
Negro youth?
ANSWERS — (Four words an-
swered this one in most cases,
being eithert not to my knowledge
or not that I know. . .No. . .No,
this is a national movement and
Negro youth (here) has had no
contact with it.
• 5
QUESTION — What are com-
munity leaders doing about en-
couraging use of Negroes in cityjobs?
ANSWERS — Some are stress-
ing this need in their civic meet-
ings. . .A few are encouraging it
. . .My experience is that nothing
is being done in this regard, not
even by our ward and civic clubs
. .Not very much. . .Very Mt*
. . .Nothing that I know of. . . .1
They are too confused about their
own views on integration. ,.Mostly
talking...Considering the percent-
age of Negro population in Mem-
phis we have done nothing...Talk-
ing. . .
• • •
ANSWER—(The majority mar-
gin was no more and often less
than cities of similar population.)
• • •
QUESTION — Our other arti-
cles have not directly discussed
the desegregation issue which nec-
solved by the city government... essarily bobbles up in looking to
On the increase. . inadequate. . .
Not enough constructive activities
are afforded. . .We have the phy-
sical equipment but not the train-
ed personnel. . .small amount. . .
Generally, Negro adults seem to
be unconcerned. . .Much could be
done if there were more interest-
ed adults. . .Many facilities go
unused...Fairly good. ,.Too little
from an organized citizens basis
. . .too little by the church, the
community and the homes.
• • s
QUESTION — In our schools do
teachers find themselves faced
with handling training aspects
which children should have 
retched at home
ANSWERS — (Not one negative
answer to this question). The fol
lowing three are representative)
. .According to the statements
of some teachers. . .Yes, they
teach everything from food hat,
its and cleanliness to moral con
duct. . .To a great extent the
homes have shifted this respons;
bility to the schools and teach
ers.
gin here? How soon'
ANSWERS — Desegregation is
in its infancy and should be treat-
ed so All areas. . .Should begin
%kith the young children in the
lower grades. This ‘%ould offset
the prejudices taught them at an
early age.. in the scnools and now
Immediately in the schools .
any area where it is necessary
and as soon as the people of the
community are ready. . .The zoo,
art gallery, colleges and all cul-
tural programs in public places
. .This could be done at once
. . .1 am in favor of the Tennes-
see State plan...all public fa-
cilities in about 50 years, not from
now, hut counting from 180. • .1
think the solution to what areas
can be determined by citizens
groups discussing them and decid-
ing which is most desirable.
Integration has already begun
here in Memphis. Negroes and
whites work together daily. Many
of our social agencies and facili-
ties use-Neeroes as volunteers and
professional workers. Integration
in the public schools will resolve
the problem. .The area of em-
ployment should receive primary
consideration. . .All areas and it
should have begun yesterday.
And there it is Mr. and Mrs.
Adult Memphis.
That is how your neighbor looks
at you.
Quite likely you are looking at
him in the very same manner.
But so long as you both limit
your actions to just looking, so
much greater will the problem
grow.
Here is a responsibility under
which every parent must bend
his back. There can be no shucking
of this duty. Every parent owes
it to himself, his child and so-
ciety.
Rather than trust fate, how much
better to bring up your child in
the way that he should go, •
These are modern times. Some
will stray whatever the course.
The great majority, when they
have grown old, shall not have
strayed from this training.
-
LeMoyne Players
To First Baptist
The Twentieth Century club of
First Baptist church, Lauderdale
st, is sponsoring the LeMoyne col-
lege Drama gtoup on Friday,
March 9 at 7:30 p. m. They will
be presented in a fast moving
three-act comedy, "Papa Was A
Preacher" in the lower auditor-
ium of the church, under the cap-
able direction of Miss Elsie Van
Ness, drama instructor at the col-
lege.
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—Mrs. Marjorie S. Joyner, nation-
al Supervisor of Madame C. J.
Walker Beauty colleges, national
supers isor of Alpha Chi Pi Ome-
ga and internationally known
beauty consultants and artist, will
be the featured demonstrator at
a free clinic and demonstration to
be conducted at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA, of 254 S. Lauder.
'dale on Monday, March 5 from 11
a. m. to 12:30 p. in. Mrs. Joyner
t will demonstrate Madame Wel.
ker's sensational "Satin Tress,"
‘'apoil and Curling Fluid and other
fine Madame Walker products for
the hair and skin. All licensed
beauticians, beauty salon and
beauty school owners and teach.
ers and beauty students are in.
sited to come out and learn what
is new in the glamorous world of
beauty culture.
Howard U. To Get
Engineer Chapter
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Tau
Beta Pi Association, the national
honor society in engineering, will
install a chapter at the Howard
university School of Engineering
and Architecture Saturday, March
10. at 4 p.m.
The chapter, which will be
known as Alpha of the District of
Columbia, is the first to be install-
ed at a Washington school.
Some 35 Howard students and
alumni have been elected to the
Association, and will be installed
as charter members.
The Chicago Red Cross Chapter
trained 29,632 persons in first aid
last year.
Veterans Benefit Makes
Formal Debut March 4
The Veterans Benefit Inc. will
present itself to the City of Mem-
phis on Sunday, March 4 in a pro-
gram at the Abe Scharff YMCA.
Atty. J. F. Estes, president and
cousselor of the organization, will
speak on "The Negro's Future in
the South." Atty. Estes is founder
of the veterans organization.
The program marks the observ-
ance of the groi.rt's first annual
Veterans Sunday. Theme of the
day is "The Negro Must Now Help
Himself."
Rev, Daniel Herring is chief
chaplain, and is supervising ar-
rangements for the program.
The schedule includes gospel
and hymn singing.
MI veterans are urged to at-
tend.
• e •
QUESTION —Is social life too
dominant?
ANSWERS — It could be less so I
. . .Yes. . .In many cases. , ;In-
sert "wrong type" and I agree
. . .Things that are moral, spiri-
tual or cultural must be made to
fit into the social pattern...Social
life looms large. . .If you mean
"good time", yes. . .Yes, the ba-
sic things should be instilled first
. . .Yes, by this I do not mean
It should be eliminated entirely,
FREEMAN Et FREEMAN
2743 PARK AVE. PH. 4-2777
MILTON SCHAEFFER
Lincoln -Mercury
WEST MEMPHIS
56
MERCURYS
BRAND NEW
$195 DOWN
36 MONTHS TO PAY
LOW FINANCE CHARGES
See Or Call James Nichols
J. H. NICHOLS
West Memphis
Memphis Phone 8-6859
OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9:00 P. M.
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CENTENARY METHODIST
A full schedule has been plan-
ned for Centenary Baptist church,
Sunday. William H. Hunt will get
of the evening service at 7:30.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
At the St. Jude Baptist church,
Sunday, services will be regular.
William Davis will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. The
morning worship commences at
10:45 a.m. The pastor, Rev, W.
H. Mosby, will deliver the ser-
mon.
Baptist Training Union will be
held at 6 p.m. Mrs. Easter Charles
is the president. Evening worship
will be held at 8.
The public is invited.
NEW TYLER AME
Two dynamic sermons will
spotlight Sunday's worship at New
Tyler AME church. Rev. H. %V.
Henning, the pastot, will deliver
them at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m., re-
spectively. The senior choir will
furnish the music.
The Sunday school begins at 9:30
a.m. Prof. Isiah Goodrich and Mrs.
Alma Bowen will be in charge.
Miss J. Flowers will direct the
ACE League at 5:30 p.m.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
Sunday will be a regular day
at the Metropolitan Baptist church.
Supt. H. H. Ateman will super-
vise the Sunday school at 9:30
a. m.
At 11 a.m., the pastor, Rev. S.
A. Owen, will deliver the morning
message. The combined choirs will
furnish the music. Prof. J. W.
Whittaker is the director.
The Baptist Training Union will
tie held at 5:45 p.m. Services will
be held at 7:30 p.m.
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
The Usher Board of New Hope
Baptist church will install its of-
ficers on Friday, March 9. Allen
Cannon is the president.
The Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
will be under the supervision of
Sam Marshall. The pastor, Rev.
Joe Allen, will officiate at 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union begins at
8 p.m. J. C. Curry is the three-
! tor. Evening worship convenes at
7:30. The membership will par-
take of the Lord's Supper at this
time, also.
Holy communion will be admin-
istered during the morning and
evening services at Smother Chap-
el CME church, Sunday.
J. R. Johnson will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
At 11 a.m.. a thought-provoking
sermon will be delivered by the
pastor, Rev. J.L. Griffin. Christian
Youth Fellowship is scheduled for
6:30 p.m.
Devotion and sermon will bill
heid at 7:30 p.m.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The deacons of St. Stephen will,
present a program Sunday at 31
p.m. Rev. L. Bookins of Somer-
ville Baptist church and his en-
tire congregation will be guests.
Rev. Bookins will speak.
Dr. F. L. Stephen will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.
The morning worship starts at 11
a.m. Delivering the message will
be the pastor, Rev. 0. C. Criven.
The Baptist Training Union will
be held at 6:30 p.m, Rev. Joe
Wilson, jr. will be in charge.
ST. JAMES AME
Services at the St. James AME
church, Sunday, will be regular.
Beginning at 9:30 a.m., William
Jackson will conduct the Sunday
church. Morning worship will be
held at 11 a.m. The pastor, Rev.
H. M. Nelson, will preside.
At 6 p.m., the ACE League will
begin. Devotion and a sermon
are scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Communion will be administer-
ed during both services.
Mrs. Thelma N1cKissic is the
church reporter.
West Memphis
News
By Tommy Parker
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The Pulpit Speaks
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
College Minister
S. A. Owen Junior College
which is expedient. Life to them
I has become such a complicated
f affair that they are concerned with
' doing those things which in the
Sometime ago it was mine to final analysis will bring themlearn that an old man in my corn- 
, greatest joys and happiness minus
munity when called upon to pray , the suffering and distress corn-
would always introduce his pray-
' .
monly associated with life.
it underway at 9:30 a er by saying, '0 good Lord and.m. with MT, MORIAH BAPTIST 11 
I 
They never concerned them-
conduction of Sunday School. Pastor's Appreciation Day will Good Devil, • •One day he was brought into selves with 'going against theAt 11 a.m, the congregation will be observed at the Mt. Moriah question concerning his queer sal- grain'. They spend much time inhear an inspiring address "1 Will Baptist church, next Sunday. Four 
utation and he had this to say: analysis of people and trying leiBe Done" by the pastor, Rev. D 1 guest churches will join in the ob- „ .I don, In t know to whose hands do only those things that will31. Grisham. servation. I will fall and I want to be on bring joy and happiness for themThe IVoman's Society of Chris- Sunday school will be held at good sides with both." and approval for the little worker.tian Service will sponsor a Pew 9:30 a.m. P. J. Nelson is the su-
IS IT WORTH IT? 
To these people 'going the second
Rally at 4 p.m. A movie entitled perintendent. The morning wor-
For a long time the world was 
mile', 'giving the cloak', sharing
divided into two camps, there was 
the worldly gains' and similar as-
shown, also. W. Norsworthy, the pastor, will
"A Boy In His Prayer" will be ship convenes at 11 a.m. Rev. R.
that group whose chief concern 
pects of life above the normal load
The Laymen will be in charge speak. The Lord's Supper will be
was righteousness and then there 
has no meaning whatsoever.
The world needs people (sho
was a group which was concern-
ed with doing what was most re-
warding. We can not go very far
in books of history or the Bible
before we run into knowledge
that makes us definitely mind-
given.
Baptist Training Union com-
mences at 6 p.m. Mrs. R. W.
Norsworthy is the directress.
Key, W. C. Holmes and the
Beaulah Baptist church will wor-
ship with Mt. Moriah at 8 p.m.
have found a real meaning in
these things and only when we
find a deep-seated meaning in
these things will life be worth-
while living. No you can't pray,
ful of the high price tag placed "0 Good Lord and 
Good Devil"'
Rev. Holmes will deliver the ad- you must take one as the ultimate
dress upon righteousness. The man like good it is not a matter of bothSMOTHER CHAPEL CME Daniel who "purposed in Iii s and but rather a matter of which
Ward Chapel
Program Set
The Gospel Chorus of the Mt.
Olive Cathedral CME church will
present its original candlelight
service at the Ward Chapel AME
church on Thursday night, March
1, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
The presentation is being gven
on behalf of the Golden Link club
of Ward Chapel, headed by Mrs.
M. L. Cox.
Members and friends are invit-
ed.
Rev. A. D. Brown is Ward
Chapel minister.
wouio not do cer-
tain things pay a bitter price.
Sometimes in the name of do-
ing what is right we lose friends,
we lose materials, we lose so-
cial advancements and we find
ourselves in the midst of losing
all the way around. Oftimes we
find ourselves asking ourselves the
question, "Is it really worth it?"
Sometimes we feel ourselves sway-
ing toward those things that will
bring us greater social prestige,
a greater happiness, a well-earn-
ed glory then suddenly a still
small voice within speaks to us
and bids us to halt our pursuit of
these things and try for things that
will bring us the real joys of life.
Then there is a second group
of people in our midst. This group
concerns itself with worldly gains,
social prestige, economic security
and the like. To them life is a
spiritualess and moraless series of
events. To them life has no mor-
al and spiritual obligations be-
yond that of doing all that I can
for personal gains. The world is
far too full with this kind of peo-
ple.
THE SECOND MILE
Recently a new group has poked
its ugly head on the horizon. This
group is exemplified in the words
of this man praying, "0 Good
Lord and Good Devil". They may
be rightfully described as people
who are concerned with doing that
one.
ENDS AGAINST MIDDLE
The very fact that many of us
have tried to play the ends of
life against the middle has brought
the world to its present state. Let
us suppose that the world had
been void of the noble heroes of
the early church period or the
heroes who have dared to do the
unusual in medicine, science, avi-
ation and the like, many of us
would still be living in a primitive
state. But there has always been
!
I
, people who have dared to go over
' and beyond that which was re-
quired. They did not stop to count
the personal cost. They never stop-
ped to think in terms of what I
am going to get out of it but
rather what I am going to put
into it. To them life is not a mat-
ter of getting but rather a me-
ter of giving.
' The day has come for many of
us asking us In the final analysis
just where do we stand. The
brave people pf Mississippi, the
noble men and- women of A I a-
bama, the convinced men of many
, areas of all generations have said
deep within themselves that they
have made up their minds. To-
I day we must make up our minds.
It is not a matter of "Good Lord
And Good Devil. It is a matter
of attaching one's self to those
things that are right and with the
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The Phelix fligh school Tigers
went on a basketball tour Tues-
day. First stop was at Holly
Grove for a double header with
the Lions.
The Phelix girls came out on
top by a score of 24 to 19. The
Holly Grove boys put up a tough
stand in the closing rounds of their
tilt but the Marion lads still won
it, 60-48.Funeral services were held last 'Bobbie Cooper, Annie S.Slouther, The Tigers journeyed on to He-week for Mr. Hazelwood Gordon, Jearline Smith, Mary Smith, Geor- lena, Ark. to play the Eliza Mil-sr., at the Old St. Paul M. B. gia Shelton, Mettle Parker, Min- ler Buccaneers. The Phelix girlschurch with Rev. J. G. Randolph nie Robinson, Jearline Jones and were defeated, 31-19, and the Phe-officiating. He is survived by his Rosie Cheatham.
wife Mrs. Effie Gordon, five sons,
two daughters, 18 grand children
and 10 great grandchildren, received a number of nice gifts,
West Memphis funeral home was
in charge.
A birthday party was given in
Principal and Mrs. L. R. Jack- J Morgan Faculty
honor of Roscoe Jackson, son of
son. Guests present were: Cleo BALTIMORE. 5Id — Four new
and Roosevelt Simpson, Theo Whi-
taker, Earlee Terrell, Ernest'
Hightower. B. T. Cooper. Freddie
James Richardson, Sandra Craw.
ford Jackson, Gvi•in Hightower,
The Chicago Red Cross last year
helped 2.116 victims of 332 dis-
asters, providing inese victims
with 11,169 garments. 648 pairs of
shoes, 307 days of shelter, 7,043
meals.
Refreshments were served and
games were played. The honoree
4 Added To
teachers have been appointed to
the Morgan State college faculty,
President Martin D. Jenkins has
announced.
The appointees are:
Dr. Ya-Lun Chou, lecturer in
economics and business: Dr. Leo-
flea B. Dudley, temporary lectur-
er in English; Miss Annabel L.
Hawkins, assistant in English; and
Sherman Merrill, substitute in-
structor in history and political
science.
II
don't just as for bourbon..,
ask for
Any 
jTtl
et KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
•-e BOURBON WHISKEY
TILE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
THIS WHISKEY IS 4 YEARS OLD. 86 PROOF.
ALSO AVAILAILL SOTTLED IN IIOND • SOS PROOF
lix boys, after a real thriller, lost
62-52.
Earline Owens, a sophomore at
Phelix High, went with the coun-
ty agents Feb. 22-23 to Crawfords-
ville and Edmondson giving her
report on her trip to the state 4-H
Congress. She is a delegate to the
Farmer and Homemakers Forum
and is also one of the state 4-H
' Yell Leaders for 1955-58.
The Phelix school will do all it
can for the family of L. V. Par-
son, a sophomore. They lost prac-
tically everything in a fire last
Monday.
ilfhltiiineettinimineinfluinuttuutumesiumuiliiiiimuninnuineumumulunininiutelemelimininn
Brunswick Tenn. News
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Wednesday, Feb. 22 at t h e Eight members joined.
Brunswick school was proclaim-
ed as Patriotic Day and each class
contributed to a program honor-
ing two of the nation's famous
heroes, George Waehington and
Abraham Lincoln.
The first grade conducted a flag
drill and "America" was sung by
the third graders. Character sket-
ches were heard from the sec-
ond grade on the life of the great
men. Famous dates in the life of
Washington were cited by the
third grade and the life of Abra-
ham Lincoln was presented by
Mildridge Barker, of the fourth
grade.
Otis Cannon of the fifth grade
' did a recitation.
FAMOUS SAVINGS
Other highlights in the years of
Washington and famous sayings
of the first; aases.ident were given
by the sixth grade and Lucille
Dodson of the seventh grade.
A panel on Lincoln and Wash-
ington was presented by the eighth
grade.
Prof. %V. I. Trotter and Mrs.
, 
Sallie Beloate made brief talks on
the program. Also, Earl Kirk,
president of the PTA.
A number of parents were pres-
ent for the program.
Prof. Edward Gray is principal
and Mrs. D. Mitchell, reporter.
All members of the Brunswick
PTA are asked to be present on
Wednesday night. March 7.
EIGHT MEMBERS
The Gardenia Garden club of
Brunswick, Tenn. was organized
Feb. 9 at the home of Mrs. Lue
Ella Thurnion, with Mrs. Bessie
Gray, presiding.
Officers elected were Mrs. Ann-
ie Mae Kirk, president; Mrs. Thel-
ma Burrow, secretary : Mrs. Ver-
neta Johnson. treasurer.
The club meets every second
Monday night of each month.
PUBLISHER VISITS — Publisher
R. Alston, of I.ady Beautiful, "The
magazine for the smart woman," 
Iwith offices at 251 W. 122nd st.,
New York, visited Memphis last
week. He made a brie( check on
the local market and was im•
, pressed with the opportunity here
to help make our women more
happy and beautiful through the ,
efforts of his firm and the coop•
eration of local beauticians. Mr.
Alston expects to return to the
I city within two weeks.
help of God do all you can for
the cause of His Kingdom.
Nothing shorter will suffice!
B, af•e,,E1hnia,70 April Parley Set
Cluii Assists Family For Ga. Teache.
The Brunswick and Ellendale
Civic club has come to the as-
sistance of the family of Mr. and
Mrs. Van Anderson, of Ellendale.
This family, which includes nine,
children, was brought to the at- ;
tention of the civic club some time I
ago by Prof. Edward Gray. At the
time the children were not able to
attend school.
Walter Guy, club president, turn-
ed the matter over to the welfare
committee headed by Otis R. Grif-
Hayes, a drive was launched to
bring in clothes, food and funds
for the needy family.
At a recent meeting Mr. Griffin
thanked members of he two com-
munities for their wonderful co-
operation in giving and announced
that the family had been "stood
back on its feet."
It was also reported that the
club has some funds and a sup-
ply of clothing on hand for emer-
gencies.
I William Mitchell is vice presi-
dent of the club.
GOINGS AT OWEN
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By'CLARA1BARDWELL
and SADIE JEAN PUGHj Students, faculty, and staff of
S. A. Owen Junior College observed
Brotherhood Week Tuesday (Feb-
ruary 21), during the regular 11-
o'clock assembly hour. The col-
lege choir, under the direction of
Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham. served
as host. The theme was "Brother-
hood for Peace and Freedom, Be-
lieve it, Live it, Support it."
Freshman Marvel Woods, mas-
ter of ceremonies, made a brief
comment about the significance of
Brotherhood Week, and in turn in-
troduced students: Dover Craw-
ford, who spoke from the subject
"What is Brotherhood?"; John.
Armstrong with "How to Believe
It," Dorothy Dockery and -'How
To Live It," and Sadie Pugh with
"How to Support It." After a se-
Section by the choir, lylary Brad-
(ey thrilled the audience with her
eendition of the poem, "Who Art
Thy Brotherbood?“
I association's
AUGUSTA, Ga. — When sever-
al thousand school teachers from
every nook and cranny of Geor-
gia converge here for the April
12-13 convention, they may well
expect to participate in one of
the best organized sessions in the
history.
Theme of this year's conference
is "Implementing the Curriculum
Framework in the Area of Health
and Physical Education."
Among consultants, lecturers
and speakers will be:
Dr. W. J. Lyda, Atlanta univer-
sity; Dr. E. K. Weaver, Atlanta
U.; Dr. Fred Hein, American Med-
ical association; Dr. Ruth Evans,
Springfield college, Massachusetts
Mrs. Ida J. Gadsden, North Caro-
lina college;
Dr. Melvin Head, Albany State
college: Dr. W. L. Graham, Paine
college; Dr. Clifford L. Brownell,
Columbia university and Virgilie
Brunet, president Puerto Rican
Teachers association.
Workshops and discussion grou isii
will be held.
Steel used m high-speed, engi-
neering an lea stainless types re- 
The county of Los Angeles, Calif.
ads the nation in milk prodalc-
tion.quires chromite.
GODCHAUX, SUGAR ie lb'ag
RINSCO BLUE ige .25
FREE GIFTS
With Quality Stamps
At Bomah Center
216 So. Cleveland St.
Memphis
A 
EE
EVERSHARP-SCHICK
HYDRO-MAGIC RAZOR
when you buy two 98'
packs of "Gold" blades,
48 Blades and Injector Razor
a $2.87 Value ... now only
The all-new Eversharp-
Schick Hydro-magic
Razor that changes
blades automatically
trod cleans automatically with she Me
of a leverl Plus Eversharp.Schick's wow
Hydeo-reosec "Gold" blades.
•
Yes Madame,
Menus that are nutritious as
well as easy to prepare are wel-
come when Spring is just around
the corner. There is the flower
garden to get in shape, the house
to spring clean and so many
other extras to do this
of year that there's hardly time
for all of them.
Jack Sprat cream style corn
meal will help pep up t h e
shortest cut you take in prepar-
ing supper and it only takes a
moment to prepare Jack Spart
Corn Cakes.
JACK SPRAT CORN CAKES
2 cups meal
1 teaspoon soda
'2 teaspoon salt
1 egg
2 tablespoon shortening or ba-
con drippings
1 cup buttermilk
Mix the meal, salt and soda
with the milk. Break in the egg,
beat well, add the shorten
last and cook on a hot greas
griddle.
So good with Swiss eggs—Bowl
Salad — Apple sauce and Iced
tea. Jack Sprat canned apple
sauce is delicious.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
tradelaisms.
FOR FAST RELIEF OF
• Headache • Muscular Aches, Pains
• Cold's Pals • Cold's Feverishness
No aspirin action faster' More
people rely on St Joseph
Aspirin's stngle medical in-gredient than any other in-
ternal medication! Get it now.
36 Tablets 2Se
100 Tablets
49t
Excellent Program Given By These Youthful Stars On The Big Star Radio Show
WHIA'S POWERFUL 50,000 watts beamed splendid entertain-
ment all over the Mid•South area as these young performers ap-
peared before the microphones of the Big Star program. Left to
right: Rennie Jenkins, Booker T. Robinson, Mildred Ratcliff,
Margaret White, Forestine Wadlington, Carrot McSwain. Osbie
McClinton and Mrs. C. R. Johnson in front. If you wouldto appear on a future Big Star Show, contact %%DIA for an andi-tion•try out. Choral groups are especially invited to make guestappearances.
•
•
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' • Dual Honors For Author Of 'The Emperor Jones
•
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THE 1154 SEASON figures to
present many new faces and
the return to favor of others
who have hit the top already.
— On the left is "Butterfly"
whose "spread" here indicates
she's Just that. Shelia Guyse
in the center is well known to
Broadway and other top musi-
cal centers. Currently she's
appearing at Detroit's Flame
cafe in a holdover engagement
that is sensational. — Thelma
Cordero, right, is another
"find" who is quite a favorite
and figures to add to her glory
during the 1956 season.
By AL MONROE
NAT KING COLE TRIO open-
sg concerts. 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.
• Sidney, Australia pulled 8,500
ach for total of 17,000 for the day
t $4.23 top. — PEARL BAILEY
ed brother Bill doing capacity
usiness at Flaming in Las Vegas
us week. — LIBERACE BOOK-
:13 for April and November into
,as Vegas' hotel Rivera at 550,000
week for two week stints, each.
.WILLIAM WARFIELD whose
Inging of "Old Man River"
traight attracting attention ma-
ga ons thusly: "Why try and im-
rove on an already great tune?"
-DITTO BUBBER Johnson who
efuses to go Rhythm 'N Roll even
tough he has the voice, talent and
'vie for such chirping. — ADD
'RANK billing: She's Leona An-
erson who bills herself "M o s t
(orrible Singer."—
WHEN THE DALLAS (Texas)
tate Fair shoots for new attend-
nee record this summer the main
srget will be at the "take" corn-
ination of Jack Benny and Sam-
ty Davis, jr., 1-tought through
le turnstiles. — THE CHICAGO
'HEATRE has abandoned stage
nows for summer season. —
UCH PIX as "Goodman Story"
re musicals in themselves, man-
gement reasons so why add stage
sows? THE DELTA RHYTHM
oys' latest discs, made in Swett-
n are being release'. over here to
ut the gang back on the juke box
ck. — FRANK SINATRA'S new
iscery, Tab Racords" is ready-
tg group of top hits. — FRANK
ANTS Sammy Davis, jr.. and
anis Satchmo for his label—BOTH
LEN ARE :.lready inked by disc-
rys, however so that may be out.
-GENE NORMAN, disc jockey
eluxe, is prepping a Rock 'N
toll group for college campuses
• hit just before commencement
line.
•
• • •
BIRDLAND STARS' current box
ffice smash indicates a record
ceaking tour that will top all
others even including the Norman
Granz' JATP success of last
season. — TWO PERFORM-
ANCES in Chicago (Feb. 18)
grossed over $35,000. Whew! —
THAT'S VAUGHAN, Basie and Al
Hibbler noise you hear in back-
ground. — HARRY BELAFONTE
currently at Miami's Eden Roc has
been selected for title role in Uni-
versal - International's picture
"The Emperor Jones." CHARLES
GILPEN appeared in stage version
originally; Paul Robeson starred
in first picture version. NOW IT's
Belafonte's turn. — NAT KING
COLE and June Christy will team
in a series of one-nighters when
Nat returns from Australia. —
DUKE ELLINGTON denies sign-
ing with Bethlehem independent
discery for long term. — HE'LL
DISC pair albums for 'em, how-
ecer.
DETROIT WAS jumping past
week with Chicago's Ken Blewitt,
Joe Louis, ex-Chicagoan Joe
"Ziggy" Johnson, Honey Coles and
Charley Adkins, Eddie Morgan
ALL PLAYING hide and seek in
Gotham's dining room while Dr.
Robert C. Bennett, jr., reached for
dinner checks. — BILLIE HOLI-
DAY and manager in arms of the
law ON DOPE charge, in Phila-
delphia. PORK CHOPS Anderson,
jr., was lashed to death, police
say by his girl friend, Hattie Jef-
fersoh in New Orleans following a
round of Mardi Gras gayety. —
OLIVETT MILLER and partner
Bert Gibson were sensational on
the Howard Miller TV show (in
Chicago) Thursday night. — OLI-
VETTE, one of the nation's top
harpist is the daughter of Flour-
noy "Shuffle Along" Miller who
comes to the Regal theatre March
30. — THOSE TERRIFIC Brews-
ter twins returned to Chicago Mon-
day from Muskogee, Okla., where
, they attended the wedding of .older
sis, Vera to a wealthy oil man.—
BRING BACK any sample dollars,
girls?
SHELIA CUA'sF
Broadway Play's 'Yankee Ingenuity'
Bores This  first-Nigh ter Reporter
'Southern Decadence'
Doesn't Help Either
By JOHN BARRINGTON
NEW YORK — (INS) — One of
playwright Mary Drayton's
characters unwittingly delivers
the best capsule criticism of her
new comedy, "Debut,- which had
its coming out party on Broadway.
This is a play involving the de-
but of a young southern belle, who
insists on being treated as an ad-
ult because she has "come out"
and is told:
"The way you are behaving,
maybe you should have stayed in."
Unfortunately, that's the way the
theatreguer must feel about "De-
but" unless he has an unaccount-
able fondness for thick, gooey
southern accents, magnolia and
moonlight and the inevitable con-
flict of southern decadence versus
"yankee ingenuity."
Briefly, "Debut" is the story
of how the aforementioned south-
ern Miss, played with a great deal
of eye-batting by blonde un-south-
ern sounding Inger Stevens, en-
gages in a bit of "balliance" with
a dashing northern newspaperman,
Tom Helmore, in order to gain
the experience she believes she
will need to become happily mar-
ried to her wet-behind- t h e-ears
childhood sweetheart, Charles Mc-
Daniel.
I Sounds confusing? It is, but not
ROW RADIO "RAMS" make
brotherhood a reality by com-
municating around the world,
was demonstrated to the two
million viewers of the • Schlitz
Saturday Night Theatre" over
WTMJ-TV in Milwaukee as a
preview for National Brother-
hood Week. Above, Mrs. Hen-
ry Meyer talks to Capt. Kurt
Carlson, skipper of the "Fly-
ing Enterprise," via short
wave. Listeners-in are (left to
right) Robert Harkness: Jos-
eph Thsmpson, Father John
Kapellan, Fred Zolin, chair.
man of the Board of Directors
of the Milwaukee Radio Amt.
teurs' club; Jack Brand, an-
nouncer: and Maurice Terry,
regional director of the Nation-
al Conference of Christians
and Jeses,
sufficiently so to sustain three
acts and five scenes.
Miss Drayton's play gets little
assistance from the direction of
John Gerstad, and the cast headed
by Helmore. Miss Stevens and G.
Albert Smith as an aristocratic
old plantation owner doesn't do
much more than go through the
motions with some pretty stock sit-
uations and dialogue.
MARIE MCLEARY, well known
New Yorker, shown with h e r
brother, Tom, of Chicago, was
irried to Archie Morgan of Apex
-eauty school in Atlantic City last
week. Couple will live in the re-
sort capital but will keep their
apartment in New York City as
well.
This is HOLLYWOOD
By lit/EL A. W.SSIIINGION
HOLLYWOOD — Hello Folks:
Well, the nominations are in for
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and sciences Awards, and as
was expected the top five pictures
were: "Love is a Many-Splendored
Thing," 20th-Fox, "Marty" Hecht
and Lancaster's Steven Produc-
tions, United Artists, "Mister Rob-
erts," Orange Production. Warner
Bros.. "Picnic," Columbia and
"The Rose Tattoo," Hal Wallis
Paramount. I know that many of
you saw the 'shots' from the films
that were listed and heard t h e
names of the five nominations in
each group. I have my choice for
the top honors, and here they are:
Love is a Many-Splendored Thing,
will win the Best Motion Picture
... The Late James Dean will cop
the top honors for the Best Per-
formance by an Actor; Jennifer
Jones in "Love" get my vote for
the Best Actress, Betsy Blair in
"Marty" and Marisa Pavan in
"The Rose Tattoo," get my vote
for the Best Supporting Actresses,
take your choice. For the Best
Supporting Actor, I like Arthur
O'Connell in "Picnic." We'll all
know on March 21 when t h e
awards are made at the RK0 Pan.
tages Theatre in Hollywood and
are broadcast over the entire NBC-
TV and NBC radio networks.
The Greek Theatre, sitting in its
natural open air splendor, tucked
away in the Hollywood Hills, high!
, up in Griffith Park, opens t h ei
\ DETROIT — 1Valked home fromthe Flame Show Bar the other 1
, iB ,
spring and Summer season with
tarry Belafonte in "Sing, Man.
Sing."
"The Benny Goodman Story"
starring Steve Allen, as B.G., is a
real good story and going great, it
will be big 'Box-office' and fea-
tured is our own Lionel "Pops"
Hampton — Hamp is good in the
story, and incidentally is going
great guns on his European jaunt
The long arm of Pictureville-has
again extended in Fabulous Vegas.
Harry James and Betty Grable are
sensational at El Rancho . . .
"Uncle Miltie" Berle has guest
star Jimmy Durante doing t h e
first nationally telcvised major
show from there and Pearl Bailey
is singing them down at T h e Fla-
mingo. hubby Louis Bellson is
along too . . . Getting back to the
'James band, Juan Tizol, Willie
Smith and Joe Comfort are main-
stays, and with these men they
can't miss ...
Now Hear this! Hear this! Are
you listening? In the exclusive
shopping center of Beverly Hills,
is one of the FINEST ready to
wear shops ... name? Jak's Shop,
beautifully decorated and featur-
ing among their pretty young mod-
els. some of the prettiest brown
skinned little ladies we have ever
seen. If you get out this w a y,
st-ull in and see for yourself . . .
will be worth your while.
For the first time in twenty
years Bing Crosby will record for
a label other than Decca. His next
Satchmo's King; What Of Hamp?
That's The Story From Abroad
Paris—(ANP)—Old "Satchmo's
(Louis Armstrong) recent appear-
ance in Paris is still the animated
11111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
'Ole Man River'
Best As Is Says
William Warfield
NEW RK—(ANP)—Even Hol-
lywood had to admit that it could't
improve on William Warfield's
version of "OP Man River."
Warfield, a guest on CBS Radio's
Mitch Miller Show last week, was
praised by Alec Templeton as "the
only one who sings '01' Man River
Straight'."
Warfield laughed. "It surprised
them on the coast, too,- he said.
"When we started to film 'Show
Boat' they were waiting with all
kinds of musical gimmicks and
arrangements. So I askeil them,
'Why do you want to improve on
a good thing?' That's ‘c hy I sing
it straight."
11101111111011111111111111111111111111111111101111iiiiii111111111111,
subject on the lips of many Paris-
ians, and well it may be. The Hot
Club of France, an organization
of Jazz hounds, honored him as
the hest jazz artist of the year.
Emblazoned on the trophy award-
ed him were the letters P.O P.
Parisians affectionately call Louis
"Pop". When you stop to consider
that the Hot Club generally makes '
two such awards each year ole
"Satchmo's achievement is all the
more remarkable. We asked the
president of the club to when the
second award would be made. His
reply: "To nobody, Armstrong
gets them both. No one else was
even close.- That was good enough
for us; judging from the Stand-
ing Room Only signs hung out at
every appearance of Satchmo at
the Olympic Theatre, we could
readily understand his popularity.
Lionel Hampton's band blew in-
to Paris amidst great fan-fare,
and, although it drew large crowds
at the Music Hall, people weren't
breaking down all the deers to get
in. Some vacant seats could be I
counted at each performance.
More than one Parisian has asked
us the one question we couldn't '
answer: "What's the matter with
Hampton's band?"
Art Simmons, nimble•fingered
espert on the ivories has switched
his activities from Down Town
Mars club to the Hotel des Etats-
Unis out Montparnasse way, and is
taking his followers with hint.
Which doesn't make Walter Bry-
ant, former G-I, now running the
show at Etats-l'nis, the least bit
mad. Night lifers are crediting
Bryant with a shrewd move.
The American Embassy is about
to lose two of its glamour gals,
Marcella Bryant and Susan May-
nard. Their tour of duty will be
ending here soon. Hope they got
reassigned here.
Lem Graves, U.S. information
expert, just returned from the Win-
ter Olympics at Cortina, Italy.
Jimmy Owens, code clerk at the
American Embassy, has elgeted to
take a similar post in the Far
East, 4
New R And
Package For
Onenighters
Universal Attractions' newest
rhythm & blues package, schedul-
ed to cover over 40 cities, is called
the ':,Rock & Roll cavalcade."
Deal includes Roy Brown, Percy
Mayfield, Little Willie John, The
Five Royals, Tiny Kennedy, Jim-
my Coe and Joe Tex. . George
Treadwell. handsome man-about-
the country and manager-husband
of vocalist Sarah Vaughan, was
feted by Harlemites before he left
for an extended vacation-business
trip that will take him to Chicago.
Las Vegas and Los Angeles,
Blue Note Gets
Jeri Southern
Bobby Hackett and his all star
band and Jeri Southern and her
trio are at the Blue Note. For both
this is a return visit.
Jeri Southern swept the country
with her rendition of "You Better
Go Now." She started out in Chi-
cago as a pianist.
album will be the songs from
MGM's "high Society" on Capitol
Wax. Passing through just long
enough to change clothing is Nat
'King' Cole, in from Australia
and out for Havana. Cuba and the
smart Club Tropicana where he
lingers for two weeks, thence to
the Big Town for the Ed Sullivan
Show. Ann Sothern and Jack
Chertok's relations are strained
over an accumulation of differenc-
es . . . she may give up her role
in "Private Secretary" the last
straw was Chertok's refusal to per-
mit her to appear with Orson
Welles on the Ford Hour.
Must leave you now, hut .
Later. 
OLIVETTE MILLER. with her
new partner, appeared on ('85.
T'.' Thursday night in a combina-
lion harpist-dance routine that was
socko. Program is billed as How-
ard Miller show.
Belafonte's
Pix Part Of
Big Program
The late Eugene O'Neal who
wrote many Broadway plays and
movie stories including "The Em-
peror Jones" that starred Charles
Gilpin and Paul Robeson, respec-
tively, on stage and screen be-
comes a new international figure
this month.
First came news of Hunt Bel-
afonte being selected for the title
role in a modern film version of
"Emperor" with shooting shedul-
ed to start late this month. Then a
few days later in Sweden a picture
dealing with the life story of the
late author was released and hail-
ed by critics as being one of the
greatest.
The story of O'Neal's life,written
in blood and thunder tradition was
withheld from public view until
after his death.
The theme being: Man suffers
and strives desperately to rescue
himself from his own self-destruc-
tion and of the world around him.
Characters are actually derived
from his immediate family, In.
his tubercular self.
The action occurs in one disk
.fraught day in Conn in tho
home Tyrone (O'Neill's father)
purchased. These are desperately
unhappy people.
The premiere was a hit.
jiG ani, ZAG I
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 ZIGGY JOHNSON 
night with Joe Louis and it was
nice seeing the champ streamlin-
ed, relaxed and talking of the good
times we've had together.
We avoided the Atlantic City ep-
isode %% here he had to bail me
out in order to make my one
and only Broadway appearance,
but we did talk about the time at
the Norwood hotel where my for%
tiler dancing partner, Claudia OH.
ver (now Mrs. Teddy Rhodes) was
having a tbirthday party.
We were all toasting the best
dancer to ever come out of St.
Louis (my opinion, however) al. '.
all of a sudden, she looked
and noticed the champ wasn't (J1
, the scene.
Having had a pretty rugged day,
Joe retired early but, when he re-
ceived the call that a little lady
was crying, he didn't take the
time to dress; he came down to
the Club Plantation in his pajam-
as, house shoes and robe, moved
in on the party and made a lady
happy.- Incidentally, this was dur-
ing, the time when we had several
New York dancers in the show
and they had their own way of do-
ing the boogie-woogie.
It seems that the Western gang
including your writer couldn't get
t he knack of it; that is, until the
champ :started moving his hips
land there it was: the difference
in the eastern and western style of
the boogie-woogie. Oh, yes, the
champ was a dancer before Sugar
Ray Robinson donned his first
pair of taps.
Nice seeing former bandleader
Cecil Lee. It recalled pleasant mu-
sical days in the Club Plantation
and Board's Club Zombie. By the
way, you can add him to the list
of the nicest people in the band
business.
Charles Moore, the sax-trumpet
star, donning a badge that read
35 years as a member of the De-
troit Federation of Musicians. Ce-
cil Lee had one that said 30.
Organist Bill Doggett works so
hard before every session that his
valet gives him a big towel in-
stead of the handkerchiefs given
to Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong I34
fore he hits the stage with his
trumpet.
BUSINESS WITH pleasure was
mixed here as, left to right.
Joe Louis. Joe "Ziggs" John-
son, Detroit's famous producer
and disc jockey and Ken Blew•
itt, manager of Chicago's Re-
gal theatre get together in the
Motor City over weekend. lee
hard to tell -who's telling Os
joke here but dollars to douglt-
nuts 'twgs a very clean ass,
I DEAR MME. CHANTE: Wanted loving and affectionate, enjoy
One female to aid in the capture church and all the clean sports.
et one male; age 32 (looks young-
er). height 5 ft. 8 1-2 inches, weigh
US lbs, brown skin and not bad
en the eyesight. Habits are nor-
mal, disposition born with a hap-
py smile and heart which operates
sixteen hours a day. Ambition to
W self supporting, points of inter-
est are reading, movies legit
Stage, social work, indoor and out-
door sports, the wonders of Gods
'creation, nature and man. Talents,
have studied music, interior and
exterior decorating, salesmanship,
hidvertising and a course in small
business aids. Hobbies are wood-
work, records, music, visiting new
places, law and learning new
things, meeting people and clean
enjoyments.
I If you are a possessor of a seri-
ous mind, have ambition and a go-
getter then by all means write,
state full particulars in first let-
ter, date of birth and etc. Please
Include photo, photos will be re-
turned. If you have one child I do
net mind as I love children. Inde-
pendence is my goal, finding hap-
plums is my aid. William Shaw,
411 Rutland Square, Boston, Mass.
I am divorced, no children, fair
education and seeking a mate not
a pen pal. I am dark brown akin
and desire a man with income.
He may smoke or drink within
reason and he between 40 and 65
years of age. Race does not mat-
ter, must be broadminded and will-
ing to appreciate a good woman.
Nora Edmonds, 431 N. Blackford
st., Indianapolis, Ind.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
seeking and hoping to find a de-
cent man who would appreciate
a good wife and home, between
the ages of 50 and 55. I am a
working woman trying to buy a
home in a nice neighborhood. Call
after 11:30 p.m., as I work nights,
or Saturday and Sunday anytime.
I would like .a man about 5 ft.
8 inches and brown skin, but I
am not particular. Mrs. J. Sim-
mons, PLaza 2-2320, Chicago, 111.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
lonely man who would like to get
married. I am 31 years old, 5 ft.
10 inches tall, weigh 154 pounds,
• • • brown skin, black hair and brown
I DEAR MME. CHANTE : I have eyes. I would like a nice woman
read your column weekly for a between the ages of 25 and 32.
long time and see where you have I will exchange photos and answer
helped so many and hope you can all letters. Robert Williams, 1930
help me. I would like to meet a Brookwood, Toledo, Ohio.
Christian lady with the following • • •
qualifications race or color don't DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
matter and between the age of read your column so much that
30 and 40. I am 40 years old. 6 ft. I feel that perhaps you can help tions such as hotels and restau-
1 1-2 inches tall, weigh 165 pounds, me. I am very interested in meet- rants and, of course, transporta-
black hair, black eyes, brown corn- ing a mate, race or color is not tion. The continuance of segrega-
I important. I am not pretty or beau- tion in any of these areas is a cur-plexion and my faith is unity.
have no children but would like
to become a father. I am a labor-
er and would like fbr the lady
to live in or near the Twin Cities.
I live here and this is my home years of age. 111 answer all let-
of course I came from the south ters and explain more of my self.
but I like Chattanooga. I am inter- If they wish they can enclose pho-
ested in marrying the right com-
panion. Robert F. Daniel, 576 Au-
rora St., St. Paul, Minn.
e BIG Question
regation Is Denial -
Of Bask Rights Wilkins
By ROY WII.KINS
(Executive Secretary, NAACP)
(Written expressly for INS)
Segregation is a negation of the
basic religious and political prin-
ciples of our country. It is the re-
jection of the Christian doctrine
of the brotherhood of man and the
denial of our cherished declara-
tion that all men are created free
and equal.
tiful, but I would not like to have I
them write me for that but for
what I am. I'm 5 ft. 7 1-2 inches
tall, medium dark skin and 28
to of themselves. Miss Kay Wil-
liams, 2415 Cedar. Cleveland 15,
Ohio.
• • • • • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
looking for a young Christian lady, heard how you help people get to-
who can be between the ages of gether. I am a veteran and look-
ing for a good Christian, intelli-gent woman between the ages of
30 and 35 years old who likes mod-
iect marriage. I do not want her , crate sports and who is interested
to work. Robert Henderson, 6030 in marriage. I don't want a work-
Lafayette, c-o Mrs. King, Base- ing woman. Edward Thomas. 5030
went, Chicago, Ill. Lafayette, Chicago, Ill. Basement.
30 and 35 who likes moderate
sports, is business minded a n d
want to get somewhere in life. Ob-
• • • 
• * •
I DEAR MME. cHANTE. ' / am DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a Meanwhile, many states and To-Interested in a nice single  lady
- lonely girl and want pen pals. I calities have proceeded with out-who wants to settle down with a am seeking a companion. I want tawing racial discrimination andborne and the better things in life, someone who is understanding and segregation in various areas ofI hope you can help me find some- not jealous. I am an entertainer, public life. In some states out-cast who doesn't live in Chicago. I am 20 years old, 5 ft. 8 inches moded laws have been repealed.Age and color don't matter so tall, weigh 126 pounds, brown eyes , REPEAL LAWS
Because we of the NAACP be-
lieve without any reservation in
these religious and political con- -;
cepts of human equality, we have/
ever since our founding 47 years'
ago (long before the establishment
of the Communist party in this
country), worked for the eradica-
tion of racial segregation from all
aspects of our American life.
This includes public education,
public health, housing and recrea-
tional facilities, public accommoda-
long as she is nice and intend to
do the right thing. I am dark
brown complexion, 42 years of age,
ft. 6 inches tall, weigh 130 pounds
and don't drink or gamble. I like
borne life and all clean sports. I
Will answer all letters and please
send photo in first letter and Ik
will do the same. Walter Walker,
5658 Lafayette Ave., Chicago, M. ,
IS.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
47 years old and interested in get-
ting married to the right person.
I am 6 ft 1-2 inch tall,, weigh 190'
pounds, brown skin and have
means to support a wife. I would
like for her to be from 28 to 38 MEN about us will celebrate Another Yultide day There willbe greetings, gifts and feasts, in the merry Xmas way .. .But is a
years of age, weigh from 135 to
merry heart at peace, Or does it oft hide . . . woe Behind the mask
150 pounds and brown skin or
light, don't make any difference. of merriment. Yes hearts are often low . • . Today we are peril-Please enclose Picture in first let- ously, Aye, near to losing faith In a better world of good-will. For allter and I will answer all letters. the human race . • . We turn eyes to Bethlehem, And see the HolyGeorge O'Neal. 46 Covington St., Child In simple faith, and reverence, Our burdened hearts grow mildPittsburgh 19, Pa. . . • For thus it was that on this day, Our God so loved us all• • • He sent to us His only Son. Redemption from our fall.15EAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
young lady 17 years of age. brown
hair, light complexion and very
sttractive with brown eyes. I
promise I will answer all letters.
Bliss Ora B. Soulsberry, Rt. 1, Box
182, Proctor, Ark.
• • •
! DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
Man 32 years old and not bad look-
ing. I am 5 it. 11 inches tall and
weigh 169 pounds. I have a new
automobile, and from a nice Chris-
tian family. I am looking for a
nice wife, who v..ants something
out of life such as a home and
security. I would like to.hear from
some attractive lady between the
ages of 18 to 26. Especially small i
town girl, Japanese, West Indians
or any nice looking girl who wants
a good husband. John Sinclair,
11203 Aberdeen St., Chicago, Ill.
and curley hair. I will exchange
photos and answer all letters im-
mediately. Anyone from East St.
Louis or St. Louis please don't
write. Turell Jefferson, C-o Eloise
Gladney, 1002 1-2 N. 2nd St., East
St. Louis, Ill.
tailment of the freedom and dig-
nity of the individual inherent in
any democratic society.
LEGAL ACTION
The NAACP has pursued its
goals through legal action, through
sponsorship of legislative measures
and through an educational pro-
gram designed to create a favor-
able climate of public opinion
throughout the country. Usipg
these constitutional means the As-
sociation has been successful in
leveling one barrier after anoth-
er.
The courts of the land have gen-
erally upheld the American con-
stitutional prohibitions against ra-
cial distinctions in the law. The
Congress, handicapped by the anti-
democratic filibuster in the Sen-
ate, has not enacted a single civil
rights law in 75 years.
r In some states outmoded laws
have been replaced. In others new
laws have been enacted to prohibit
discrimination and segregation in
public accommodations, education,
housing and employment.
The executive branch of the fed-
ROY WILKINS
riety of capacities in their homes.
Now comes the plea, advanced
by the supposedly sophisticated as
well as by the blatantly ignorant,
•that the children of these Negro
household servants are morally
and hygienically unfit to sit in
classrooms with white children un-
der the watchful eyes of teachers
and school administrators.
ABSURD CLAIM
Principle Of Government
Involved Governor Griffin
By GOV. MARVIN GRIFFIN
of Georgia
(Written expressly for LNS)
The threat posed by the United
States Supreme court decision de-
daring segregation in the schools
of the states to be unconstitutional
goes far deeper than the race
issue involved.
It attaches itself to our very
This is an absurd claim and form of governmeut and while it
serves only to demonstrate that affects the South directly it af-
fects every other state in the
union inclirecly but just as grave-
ly-
I say this because the Supreme
court decision is like a submarine
with only the periscope showing
evitable, the segregationists have above the water, but with the de-
resurrected an ancient doctrine— structive force lurking beneathInterposition. At this late date,
they are asserting that a state
may select the laws and judicial
decisions by which it will abide.
eral government has played an im- This is nullification and anarchy.
. The Civil War settled this issue.portant role in eliminating segre
•gation within the federal jurisdie- Ours is a nation living under a
tion. Such action was begun in government which applies to all
the administration of President alike irrespective of race or color,
Franklin D. Roosevelt. It was ex- or of region or state. There is per-
tended and stepped up under sonal citizenship rights to individu-
President Harry Truman and als. The states' right doctrine does
brought to near fruition by Presi- not and cannot extend to this ex- created their common school anddent Eisenhower. treme. high educational systems withoutNAACP WORKS FOR OTHERSMeanwhile, there has ben a no- interference or help from the fed-The NAACP is working not aloneticeable change in the climate of , eral establishment. These institu-public opinion for Negroes, but also for the wel-
, OPPOSE SEGREGATION
the purpose of segregation is not
separation but really the mainte-
nance of a caste system. In a dem-
ocratic system there is no place
for caste.
In a effort to head off the 'in-
the surface.
DEATH KNELL
The decision, if allowed to stand GOV. GRIFFIN
The court cannot overstep the Con-
stitution. Nor has the court any
power to say that the Constitution
changes in meaning.
The interposition of authority
against unlawful and unconstitu-
tional actions of the Supreme
court peculiarly is within the
province of the states.
Power is co-existence with duty.
Each state necessarily possesses
) 
sufficient power to discharge the
* duty owed her citizens. Each state
possesses the inherent power need.
ed to discharge her governMen-
tal responsibilities.
INTERPOSMON
The procedure of interposition Is
woven throughout the whole fabrie
of our constitutional history.
Ample precedent for its exer-
cise exists in the constitutional
history of our own state of Geor-
gia.
and be projected to its logical i The communists harp about seg. We can be proud that she was
one of the first states in the cows-consequence sounds the death knellof constitutional government as we 
regation in _ the South, I have
have known din this country. 
not seen any reports og integra- try to rise up against usurpation
tion being practiced at the Krem- of her reserved sovereign powers.
lin in :Moscow.
of interposition is not a substitute
Invocation of this stabe's rightOperation of public schools isstrictly a state function. The
states reserved this power when The truth is that the fundamen- for, nor does it take the place of,the federal union was formed. !al issue involved in this dispute the plan formulated for going tois determinable only by the peo-As a matter of fact, the states private schools as a last resort toIple themselves, speaking through preserve segregation.I their legislative bodies. EXTRA
-LEGAL PLAN
'DESTROY STATES . The private school plan is de-What then moved the court to signed to provide segregated! commit so grave an act rtf usur- schools within the terms of thepation? "Partisan politics does United States Supreme court do-not afford a complete answer. cision. It is our first, last andThe whole motivation may be I only absolute remedy,found in pressures far more Interposition is the assertion ofpelting. A close examinationf 
coin- !
°- ' our rights in the hope of prevent-what the court has done discloses ing a situation which would leadthe true purpose to be nothing less to the abandonment of the publicthan the destruction of the states. school system. It is an appeal t•The Constitution is in writing so reason.
that the powers granted to the Let me say to Americans every.federal government may be stat- where that your rights and theed. No other reason exists for a rights of your children are periledwritten Constitution. A government in this dispute.
tions have been nurtured throughfare, prestige and security of the 'the years at great sacrifice to theGreat media of communications na ion. In no area has the coun-
which were once indifferent, if not try been weaker than in that of
hostile, to efforts to eliminate se-j 
race relations. Among the nations
, of the world, only South Africa gregation now see clearly the in-
compatibility of segregation with
3 the democratic system. They are
I no longer deceived the plea
of white southerners that segrega-
tion is a problem to be determined
locally.
Some of these have W vested in-
terest in the segregated system.
Others are intellectually and emo-
tionally immature, and some are
in willful defiance of the govern-
ment of the United States. These
last should be dealt with sum-
marily just as any other subver-
sives. Others, because of ignor-
ance and sloth, are still living
in the 19 century. There is need
for broadscale educational work
among these to usher them into
the 20 century.
In the state of Oklahoma which
has gone ahead with the desegre-
gation of its public school sys-
tems. the state board of educa-
tion has recently announced that
I it expects to save a million dollars
'in state aid funds with the elim-
ination of the dual school system.
FALSE ARGUMENTS
' Most of the arguments advanced
by the pro-segregationists are
transparently false.
For three centuries the leading
families in the region have en-
trusted their children, in their for-
mative years, to the tender care
of Negro women. They have turn-
ed over the preparation and serv-
ing of food in their homes, clubs
and restaurants to Negroes. Negro
servants have traditionally spent
ong hours serving them in a va-
OBSERVATIONS
by Charles L. Browne
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
patient in the hospital and would
like to correspond with pen pals
both male and female. I will an-
swer all mail and exchange pho-
tos. I am 21 years old. Miss Es-
tella M. Davis, PO Box 123, Alex-
ander, Ark.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
lonesome young man age 32, 5 ft.
1•2 inches tall, weigh 154 pounds
and dark complexion. I would like
to hear from nice, young ladies
between the ages of 25 and 32,
light brown skin and weigh from
115 to 135 pounds. All letters will
be answered. Please send photo in
first letter. Ernest Hollins, 1535
E. 61)th St., Apt. 308. Chicago 15,
111. Phone DOrchester 3-9e69.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
35 years old, weigh 180 pounds,
people of the states.
DICTATE TO STATES
Now the Supreme court has not
only challenged the right of thejoins our segregationists in deny- people to run their schools, buting the common humanity of all
mankind. has set the federal courts up asa super school authority to dictateThe killing of 14-year-old Em- to the people of the states aboutmelt Till in Mississippi, the open matters which are reserved solelydefiance of the Supreme court rut- to the states because of the die.ing by demagogues in the South,
the mob action on the campus of
the University of Alabama, all give
aid and comfort to the enemies of
our country.
Our nation is engaged in a titan- maintaining segregation in thistic struggle with a powerful foe. region.In this struggle we urgently need It is in poor taste and had judg-
ment for states which do not have
our problem to seek to tell us
how best we can solve it.
HISTORY LESSONprejudice in our country. Throughout the course of history,Our foes abroad seize upon every it has been proved over and over
t
instance of denial of human rights again that in those countries ino discredit us not only in Asia which the population loses its ra-and Africa, but also in Europe and cial identity they also lose their OVERSTEPS AUTHORITY 
to send not to see for whom theSupreme court's bell tolls for itLatin America, We cannot afford capacity for world leadership and U'llen the Supreme court of the tolls for thee.to feed this propaganda mill with retrogress into second-rate pow_ United States acts beyond theIfactual evidences of inhumanity. ers. powers delegated to it, it over
 steps its authority.
Such acts cannot bind the states
froqi whose people all its powers
are derived.
The Constitution confines the ju.
dicial department to matters of ajudicial nature and character. Be-
fore a suit can be entertained by
any federal court it must be in
the support of millions of uncom-
mitted peoples. Most of these are
colored peoples who view with
distress every indication of racial
E DO NOT WALK ALONE
We who walk among our fellow
men are creations in this vast
universe. We have a function to
!perform, a purpose to fulfill. We
are sparks of divine light sent out
to overcome and transmute a mea-
ferent complexion of conditions
which vary from state to state.
The heavy percentage of ccAored
population in the South has served
to accentuate the necessity for
of unlimited power needs no writ-
ten Constitution. '
The other limits of the powers
of the judicial department are set
forth in the third article of the
Constitution. The Supreme court Destroy the states and you deis a part of that department. This stroy the rights of all the pas
article does not attempt to elevate ple,
the judicial department over and
above any state of the union or
over and above the legislative and
executive departments of the fed-
eral government.
• 
law or in equity.
The great educational and sociala thinking mind to discern and questions involved in the schooldiscriminate, a will to know our segregations litigation do not re.destiny, and the determination to late to cases either at law or indo that which we were sent. equity,
Our influence on each other is -
• PUBLIC CONTROVERSYfor mutual growth and develop- I
ment. When our thoughts are good A judicial controversy is not in-
they nourish and sustain our fel- volved.. The controversy is a public
low men. As we add to the hap- one. No court can determine it
piness and progress of anyone, we
add to our own degree of useful-
ness, and by so much du we ful-
fill our purpose in this world.
•
M. D. S. Dear Prof. Herman:
! am a constant reader of your
column and find it very interest-
ing, will you please answer this
question. Will he discover the true
fact ,tssoo. n
Eventually he will find
out, but until he does, don't wor-
ry about it. Either make up your
mind to explain it to him now.
or dismiss the matter until it
comes to his attention. You
would feel better, however if you
did make a clean breast of the
whole thing.
WELL°. isIlltS MR. REESE?
-TIRS is MR. SVARKS
"LLIKE IN ANDREW:a-AS lw ROBERT, WAS IN
KING, ANVVAGAIN LIKE IN STANLEY/
SIANLEY,* ()91.114E IN PETER— --
MISTER SPARKS! ' LIKE IhJ
.f•AA.A/
chalts 0$
Me@?
YES, I VNOW ALL YOU FELLOWS,INI C'% ON
1S 'TALKING NOW ?
sure of darkness into light. To ac-
complish this task, we are given
• • •
S. M. I am so worried and un-
happy. I love my home but there
is no happiness there. I work hard
but I don't seem to get anywhere.
My husband is shut-in and he does
not speak a kind word to me, Will
this continuo to go on the rest of
my life, or should I get out and
try to build another home for my-
self?
ANS. Due to the li mited
amount of space, I cannot an-
swer your question as I would
like to. If you will write in for
a private reply I shall be hap-
py to answer at once. I do vis-
ion this New Year bringing
about some changes that will
make life a little more comfort-
able, however, so look forward
to these changes taking place
soon.
From the fountainhead of the
states and citizenship in those
states, spring the real rights, priv-ileges and immunities of the peo-ple of United States.
The matter is so serious be.
cause rights, like the flesh, oncedead can never be revived.
Let me caution our friends ofthe North, the East and the West
Draft Deferment
Test Deadline
MARSHALL, Texas — College
students interested in taking t h •Selective Service College qualifi-
cation test have until midnightMonday, March 5. to submit appli-
cation, Dr. Christine B. Cash, test
supervisor, announced.
Test center for this area is Bish-
op college. The tests are scheduledto be given April 19,
Students interested in taking thistest, to qualify for possible draftdeferment in order to continue
their college education, are urgedto have theirapplication postmark-
ed no later than the above date.
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Our Opinions
The Right Direction
Those who have suggested and
porting the idea of forming a
Race Relations Commission in
are sup-
city-wide
Memphis
are taking a step in the right direction.
Such a commission would furnish a
sounding-board for the expression of the
views and positions of those large masses
of citizens who do not align themselves
with any extremists groups, but who are
definitely interested in the maintenance of
a government of law and order, and right
and justice.
It is to be expected that such a Commiss-
ion of clear-thinking and right-thinking
citizens will take an unequivocal stand in
support of the principle of obedience to the
laws of the nation as they are interpreted
by the United States Supreme Court.
The main concern of such a committee,
It would seem at first sight should be to
seek and study ways and means whereby
the laws of the lane can be best applied to
the local situation, with the main objective
being right and justice for all.
It seems safe to conclude that those who
have suggested and spoken out for a Mem-
phis Race Relations Committee have such
basic ideas in mind for the proposed organ-
ization.
Archbishop Rummel And The Devil
It Is remarkable how many great Chris-
tian Churchmen in America seem to be
able to reconcile the cruel system of racial
segregation with their own particular
brand of Christianity. It is odd that God
should have so many hypocrites working
• 
on His side of the street. Of course, God is
not being fooled and, to put it bluntly,
neither are we.
It is refreshing no end, therefore, to
greet a gentleman of cloth a true repre-
sentative of Christ on earth, who is willing
to live up to the precepts of his faith and
practice what he preaches. We have refer-
ence, of course, to Archbishop Joseph
Francis Rummel of New Orleans.
Last week Archbishop Ruinmel, in a
pastoral letter read in all the churches of
his diocese, declared flatly that racial seg-
regation was "morally wrong and sinful."
Many New Orleans Catholics were dis-
tressed at this intelligence. Some were
downright angry about it.
Nevertheless, it appears that Arch-
bishop Rummel is going forward with plans
to integrate the Catholic schools of New Or-
leans. He recognizes that there are many
grave problems to be resolved and that in-
tegration will not be easy. He is going
ahead anyway.
The Archbishop stated in his letter that
segregation is "morally wrong and sinful
because it is denial of the unity and solidar-
ity of the human race as conceived by the
God in the creation of man in Adam and
Eve."
The Fatherhood of God is an essential,
basic tenet of the Christian faith. So it
would appear, very logically too, that to
believe in the Fatherhood of God, would be
to believe also in the brotherhood of man.
Here is where the Devil enters the picture.
Strangely enough, jim crow Christians
lose their minds and their faith when one
of the brothers turns up colored. Perhaps
the Devil has done his work too well. So
far, at least, the Devil is in the saddle in
Dixie and God's only hope lies with men
like Archbishop Rummel.
In recent years the Catholic Church
has taken the leadership in true Christian
thought and action in the race relations
field. Archbishop Rummel and his col-
leagues in the Catholic Church deserve the
support and commendation of all good
Americans of all faiths.
Bunche May Put Out The Fire
Talk of war between Israel and the
Arab nations is filling the corridors of the
United Nations and the State Department.
The .smouldering issue got even hotter last
week as a shipment of tanks was official-
ly certified for Saudi Arabia by the top
brass in Washington.
The implications of the tense situation
in the Middle East are world wide and al-
most everyone recognizes that this issue
can lead to warfare that will not necessar-
ily be confined to Israel and her Arab
neighbors. The time to prevent world war
is now before anyone starts shooting.
Several political fig-urea, inclading the
Democratic Senatorial candidate, Richard
Stengel, and Congressman William L.
Damson, b()th of Illinois, have suggested
that Dr. Ralph Bunche be drafted to act as
peacemaker in the Near East crisis.
These suggestions, of course, are based
on the fact that it was Dr. Bunche who did
most to bring peace to the Holy land in the
early days of the founding of the Israeli
nation. He was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1950 for his efforts.
We join with those who seek to draft
Dr. Bunch. for the Job that must be done
today. Certainly his services must be of
value because of his great experience. Fur-
ther, we believe that Dr. Bunche would be
more acceptable to both aides than most of
those in the State Department who might
be considered for such an assignment.
The role of a peacemaker is a very
delicate one and sometimes very danger-
ous, top. Few men in the field of interna-
tional diplomacy could bring more intellect
and courage to bear upon this situation
than Dr. Bunche. He was baptized in fire
and his whole career attests to his ability
to walk erect on a tight-rope and make
friends out of those who might well be his
enemies.
If the brass in Washington really wish-
es to put our best foot forward in this crit-
ical Near East situation, they will make
every effort to draft Dr. Bunche for the
role of peacemaker. If you want to put out
a dangerous fire, you would do well to get
A good fireman, a professional, experienced
fire fighter. Let us call on a real fireman,
Dr. Bunche,
What The People Say
O'Hara Booster
DEAR EDITOR: I want to con-
gratulate your paper upon its ex-
pansion into a Daily paper. I also
wish to congratulate the political
statemakers for having chosen as
the Democratic candidate for the
2nd Congressional District, The
Hon. Barrett O'Hara.
As a reader of the "Congres-
sional Record," I have noted all
comments and voting records of
all members of Congress espec-
ially those from Chicago. Cong.
G"liara has been a consistent de-
fender of the rights of minority
people. He has advocated better
housing, more employment and
a real spirit of brotherhood and
good will.
Our northside Congressman
freshman, Charles A. Boyle has
already introduced a Civil Rights
bill and Cong. Barrett O'Hara is
an ardent supporter of Charlie
Boyles' bill. As you probably know
Barrett O'Hara was the 1955 re-
cipient of the Brotherhood Award
given to him by your Southside
Churches.
I trust that your readers who
reside in the 2nd Congressional
District will remember that Cong.
O'Hara is a sincere friend of all
his constituents and that they will
vote for their friend on Nov. 1956.
—Mrs. Alfred Loewenthal, Chica-
go, Ill.
'Passing The Buck'
DEAR EDITOR: You criticize
Stevenson on the segregation is-
sue. Why don't you criticize Eisen-
hower, who now occupies the
White House aid does nothing
about the question?
The Republicans are trying to
pass the question on to the Demo-
crats. It's a cute trick, but it won't
work, because the Republicans are
now in power. — A. Jones, Chi-
cago, Ill.
A Hard Job
DEAR EDITOR: Someone wrote
an article in another Chicago pa-
per concerning the U. S. uphold-
ing the sentence of Communist
Claude Lightfoot, and claimed that
Turkey and several other countries
held 3-day trials for ''These rats
and put them before the firing
squads"
I do not agree with communism.
as I understand they are opposed
to Christianity and : am a Chris-
tian minister: nor do I agree with
the statement signed H. D.
The fact is you cannot destroy
communism by killing all t h e
"rats in America" anymore than
Christianity can destroy sin by
killing all sinners. But it is my
honest opinion that if we can teach
these people, the high ideals of our
Government. we will not only de-
stroy the fruit which we believe to
be poison, but we will also destroy
the tree that produces the fruit.—
Rev. William Eldridge, Chicago,
'No Children Admitted'
DEAR EDITOR: The article
about no apartments being avail-
able if you have children, appeal-
ed to me very much, because I
face the same problem as Mrs.
Rebecca Mrtthews. I've looked
everywhere and just can't find any
decent place, because I've four
children.
My present quarters are terri-
ble; no bath or hot water and the
toilet will rut flush. The toilet it-
self is out in the hall. Rats (no
mice) roaches and every -other
kind of pests are running freely.
I have had an application st the
housing authority for four years
and it's the same thing. You have
to be a veteran which my husband
is not.
I hope that I'll be as lucky as
Mrs. Matthews in finding an apart-
ment. — Mrs. Mary Johnson, Chi-
cago.
•
him?" Connie wanted to know,
"He's no ballplayer "
"For my paper," ti explain.
ed.
"All right." said Connie,
"come on by."
Al grabbed a cab and rushed
right over.
At the desk, be asked the clerk
for Connie Mack's room. The
clerk gave him the desired in.
formation, but pointed out that
Mack was in the lobby.
In the lobby Al looked around,
spotted the baseball mentor and
walked over.
"I'm Al Monroe," he said ex-
tending his hand.
Connie Mack just stared at
him, ignoring the extended
brown hand.
"Well?" he responded with a
"sowhat" attitude.
"I'm the newspaper Mall who
called you about that picture
with Bill Buckner."
('onnie Mack renewed his
stare: "What paper did you
sa)?"
"The Defender," Al respond-
ed, "the nation's greatest Ne•
gro weekly."
Connie Mack stood up and
stared down on Al who is too
short to be even a water boy on
one of today's basketball teams.
Without saying a word, Con-
nie walked away.
Moderation Or Good Sense
It seems Us nowadays the
easiest and quickest route to pop-
ularity and public ACCIAIM is to be
expert at coasting another race....
individually and collectively.
Pip-squeaks on both :ides of the
racial fence are gaining more at-
tention then they've ever had in
their lives sounding off in public
about groups and individuals they
don't know the first true fact
about, or else repeating a kit of
tripe that was out-dated fifty years
ago.,
They invade churches, business
places, social clubs, CIVIC groom
greet corners and pound out their
pet peeves, numb notions, dumb
deductions, and silly suggestions
without rhyme, reason, or muta-
tion.
They easily reach the conclusion
that they've really floored the
world when they find themselves
in a group where nobody says
much while they're blowing off.
They never once realize or stop
to think that somebody in the audi-
ence might not feel as they do... or
maybe is downright opposed to
what they say and the way they
say it. They don't know the mean-
ing or the sound of the word mod-
eration. And if anybody is so rash
as to mention using "good sense"
in their presence they turn on him
with withering scorn and try to in-
cite the mob mind against him.
The only degree of moderation
they show is that they usually do
the bulk of their "big talk" at
the "big gate." They beat their
chests out of sight of any mem-
ber of race they're cussing whom
they figure might have the dif-
ference of an advantage in a
show-down stemming from the
shirt-waving. They can't be heard
above a mouse whisper when
they're penned down to repeat
what they said at the "big gate"
before the folk in the "big house."
The hot air they blew in the bar-
bershop turns to an Arctic cold at
the mere thought of an expression
In a court-room.
It's a high time that those citi-
zens who recognize the gravity of
the situation and want to do some-
thing to allay fears, hatreds, bit-
terness and suspicious, also recog-
nize that breed among them who
have never lent themselves to
anything progressive in the past,
and only have a supply of big
words in back-alleys and back-
rooms to add to the present.
It's a homely truism that "bit-
ing dogs don't do a lot of barking."
The thought is applicable to a lot
of those who are applying their
tongues and not their minds and
hearts to the current racial situ-
ation They're merely "barking"
and should be recognized as mere
"Bugle Anna."
As in all social situations the
major solutions will have to be
supplied by those who are moder-
ate with their words and gener-
ous with their straight thinking
and right action. They should not
have to waste time dodging the
hot barbs that come from the
mouths of the "big gate" blow-
hards who hide in the crowd and
say what the folks up front ought
to be doing.
Frankly, about all these 'blow
bards" are saying is "Let' S you
and him fight." Then when some-
body asks, "Why fight . . . can't
this thing be talked over?", the
"blow-hard" screams to high
heaven that the person who asks
such a question is a traitor to his
race, a handkerchief head, Uncle
Tom, N.—r--Lover, and a lot of
other dirty so-and-so's.
And, if one isn't thinking or
doesn't already have his mind set
to ward off the venom, he'll find
himself automatically seeking cov-
er. A lot of folk are scared to say
anything one way or the other, for
fear of the "blow-hards." They
dread having the mud of hate and
the fear of such poisoned and
frustrated personalities poured on
themselves. And it's a natural
dread.
Yet, to be forewarned is to be
fore-armed. It might be well to
recognize such individuals among
us and classify them for what they
are.
In separating the sheep from the
goats one can't depend on sound
alone. Now, how about that?
CONNIE MACK YES? NO?
One of the questions left onen.
swered by the death of Connie
Mack was his attitude toward
Negroes.
Though It was generally ho-
neyed that he had nothing for a
Negro to do, it is true that two
Negroes, N'ic Power and Bob
Trice played with the Athletics
while Mack was stW in com-
mand.
This, Incidentally, occurred be-
fore a number of other major
league teams began using Ne•
gro players.
Al Monroe who was sports
editor for the Defender "sever-
al" years ago, is convinced ('on.
nie Mack "was not right on the
question."
During his term as sports edi-
tor, Monroe hit ow-a the idea•of
getting a picture of Connie Mack
with Bill Buckner trainer for the
White Sox.
It wasn't much of a picture,
but what could be done in those
days when there were no Ne-
gro players in the major
leagues?
Al contacted Eddie Collins, one
of Connie Mack's aides. "I don't
think he would go for that." Col-
lins advised. But Al wasn't giv-
ing up.
He called Mack directly at his
hotel. W h y should I pose with
SO WHAT?
“MOTHER NEVER TOLD ME ABOUT THE BIRDS
AN' THE BEES ... JUST PEOPLE!"
""•••••=sme..
Another Rip Van Winkle?
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Simple: Home—Grown Colored Folks
Have Less Weight Than Foreign
"I was just reading in a New
York paper that the world is two-
thirds colored and only one-third
white." said Simple.
••1 guess that is about correct,"
I said, "because all of Africa and
Asia are colored, and they are
pretty big continents. China, Ja-
pan, India. Ethiopia, and Nigeria.
are all colored countries with mil-
lions of people, so the world prob-
ably is o-thirds colored in fact."
"I wish the world would get
more colored." said Simple.
"You always were a race man,"
I said, "so I am not surprised
at your wish. But why?"
'Because the more colored the
rest of the world is, the better
our white folks here at home in
the USA will treat us," said Sim-
ple. "From the way the white
papers sound, also the radio, it
seems white folks are beginning
to get a little scared of colored
folks in the rest of the world. So,
I figure, the more colored folks
there are elsewhere, the more
scared our white folks will get.
Colored folks in China and India
and places like that carry more
weight than colored folks do here.
Just let Nehru say 10 words, and
it is a big headline in a New
York paper. But me, I can holler
my head off about a lynching in
Mississippi or a mob in Alabama
and nobody pays me the least
mind. Yet I live here in America.
Why do you reckon that is?"
"You, my dear fellow," I said,
"are only a plain American citi-
zen. Nehru is the head of a great
government, India."
"Yes," said Simple, "but India
is thousands of miles away across
land and sea. whereas right here
and right now in the USA is me,
and twice as dark as Nehru. I
think when I speak, somebody
ought to pay me sonic attention.
too. Do I have to be an Indian
to raise my voice and be heard?
And all this Foreign Aid I read
about Congress is giving. How
come I can't get a few billion
dollars, too. to build some houses
for me right here in Harlem where
I can't find an apartment for love
nor money? I'm a grown man
and married and I need a roof
over my head that ain't a kitchen-
ette. And instead of sending tanks
to Saudi Arabia, how come they
can't build a few more buses and
street cars and subway cars in
New York so when I leave Har-
lem to go to work, I can set down
once in awhile instead of being
so crowded I have to stand on one
foot because there ain't even room
to put the other foot (town? How
come we got to send away so
much Foreign Aid when there is
so much that ought to he done at
home — which is where charity
begins?"
"America is trying to set an ex-
ample." I said.
"Example," cried Simple. "How
come we got to set an example
for the rest of the world when
4seitt
Ii
the example we done set at horn*
don't do a hit of good in Mis-
sissippi, neither Alabama ri o .1*
Georgia, nor South Carolina, neith-
er my home which is Virginia?
They want to put colored folks in
jail for not riding Jim Crow bus-
es in Montgomery, but there's no
jail for that Indian from Nehru's
country who didn't want to eat
in a Jim t•row dining room in
Texas last year. Him they put on
the front page of the "New York
Times" and wrote a big editorial
of apologies. I have yet to see
any white paper apologizing to
Miss Lucy for them students that
tried to kill her on the campus
of the University of Alabama just
because she wanted to go to
school. I'm telling you, foreign
colored folks carries more weight
than us home-grown kind. When
I get horned again, I'm gonna be
born in India."
"That is a very remotiCsessi-
bility," I said. "It is hardly likes
ly you will be born again'.**
"I might." said Simple. "Either
that or I will be washed whiter
than snow. The only thing about
snow is, it is so cold, and white
is so colorless. Besides, if the
world is two-thirds colored now, in
a few more yeaits what would be
the point in being white? -If I
never get horned again, andsne.y.
er get washed whiter than snow,
what I will do is stay just like
I am — me and them other two-
thirds — colored."
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In a suite in the Biltmore ho-
tel in New York City four years
ago, I remember that Dr. Chan-
ning Tobias gave a little friendly
advice to Adlai Stevenson who was
then. of course, the Democratic
candidate for President of the U.
S.
Dr. Tobias, who is a magnifi-
cent speaker and conversational-
ist, opened up with the following
observation: "You know. governor,
it is very difficult to be objective
about an issue when you happen
to be the issue yourself."
I have been reminded of this
truth many times in recent weeks,
particularly in discussions of the
race issue with white friends. All
of us know, of course, there is
no such thing as complete objec-
tivity on such an issue anyway,
regardless of your color. Never-
theless, in weighing the facts of
a situation we strive, if we are
reasonably intelligent, for as much
objectivity as possible.
Now when I look at the South-
ern scene today and consider as
objectively as I possibly can what
is taking place, I cannot escape
the conviction that all of us in
America. white and black alike,
are headed for serious trouble.
I think the contempt for law.
the contempt for the Constitution
and for the Supreme Court of the
U. S. which seems to be growing
in the South may be far more
serious than we realize. As Dr.
Carmichael of the University of
Alabama suggested in his recent
speech, the next step is anarchy
or outright mob rule.
An atmosphere is being engen-
dered in the Sloth in which each
whit man can take the law into
his own hands when he wishes and
at the same time feel a pervert-
ed sense of justification for his
action.
Take, for instance, the recent
slaying of Dr. Thomas II. Brew-
er, the distinguished physician of
Columbus. Ga, The 72-year old doc-
tor has always been a good, safe
citizen, a big wheel in the Geor-
gia Republican parts and a man
who was generally respected by
whites and Negroes.
Now Dr. Brewer was a "mod-
erate" not a "radical." Ile be
lieved in moderation and the pow-
ers of education but lie was no
coward. When his sense of human
decency was outraged, he spoke
up and protested.
From what I gather, he was
slain because he dared speak up
for simple justice. The man who
killed him, according to the dis-
patches, was a white businessman
who presumably would not he ex-
pected to act like a hoodlum.
In other times perhaps, Dr.
Brewer would not have been slain.
But the violent atmosphere of the
South today which is being whip-
ped ip by Sen. Eastland, and the
leadership of the White Councils
and the race racketeers, has be-
come so charged that any crime
against a Negro becomes "justi-
fiable" in this psychotic culture.
Hitler and the Nazis demonstrat-
(41 how a great people can he led
ti put other human heings by
the truck load into gas chambers.
The Nazis created a cultural cli-
mate in Germany that induced in-
tellectuals to des our one another
and degenerate into beasts.
This wa, possible in C. erm an'
because the central government
had been subverted and rendered
weak and spineless in the face of
the bigots marching in iron boots.
Are there any such parallels In
our country today?
With all the objectivity I can
muster, I believe that the fedtm-
al government, and particularly
the Department of Justice, has
deliberately followed a policy of ap-
peasement of racists. This policy
has encouraged the white extrem-
ists and made them bolder.
The federal government FLA
been subverted, it seems tosete.
by Hitlerite elements from the
South. I believe that Sen. East-
land is just as determined as
was Stalin or Hitler to umiermine
our democracy. The motives may
be different but the objective is
the same.
Communists. fascists and "Whitt
supronacists are all birds 'ot'a
feativ_ot. They do not believe' in
tolerating differences nor freedom
for minorities nor true individual
liberty, Sen. Eastland is closer to
being a Communist than he is to
being a patriotic American.
This is the way I see the race
relations situation today and I am
trying to he objective. 1 belicvs
that if the current wave of law-
lessness and defiance of the courts
and constituted authorities is not
shortly hroii0O under control, our
democracy as envisioned by our
founding fathers will perish in this
country. in our life time.
Should we take the wrong WOO
now and appease our IlitlersOble
country will fall into the laps of
thoss bent on world conquests in
iiiie to come. The so•called toe per
cen. Americans ins turn otit te
be our most dangerous traitor%
".4
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• WHEN TWO of Chtcago's popular male
clubs — the Knights of the Round Table
and the Post Office "400" — give annual
formal dancing parties fun, frivolity and
friendship prevail. Defender Photographer
Tony Rhoden's camera tells the story of
. some of the merrymakers at the "Knights"
gala affair in the Parkway ballroom. •
•
• DANCING COUPLES (top left) are Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Brefford (foreground) and
Mr. and Mrs. William Lowry. Top right:
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fredrick. He's club
publicist. Above left: Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Tate. Gay parties like the one (right above)
make Knights' affairs enjoyable interludes.
Group includes (from left) Mrs. Eloise Da-
vis. Mrs. Vera Williams, Emmett Smith, Al-
berta Smith and Paul Williams.
EQUALLY AS gala and glamorous was the Post Office "400" for.
mai pall in the Grand ballroom same night. Photo above left: Foursome
exchanging gay repartee as Elvin A. Bradley holds their laughing at-
tention includes, Mrs, Ruth Jamison, prep school director; Miss Vivi-
^
ane Miller and Mrs. Alma 0. Hines of Chattanooga, Tenn., who wasguest of Fred J. Nelson, financial secretary of the host aggregation andhis wife, Mrs. Mary Nelson. Top right Enjoying the dance from dancefloor vantage spot are (clockwise) Mrs. Conrad Hilliard, William A.
'Twas
Mad,
Merry
Pace
SIP
ut
Friends
Of '400/
Knights
Loved It!
Little, Mr. Hilliard, Dudley D. Patillo, Mrs. Patillo and Mrs. Elizabeth
McMinn. Right: Edward Page, president of the Post Office "400" club
and Mrs. Archie Coleman find festivities most interesting. (Defender
Photos by Lyles).
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